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SUMMARX
This report analyzes data obtained as part of .
 the Skylab
program, specifically the earth resources component of that
program. Data was obtained. over the Michigna test area nn
3une 12, 1973; Fugust 5, 19?3 and September 1$, 1973. Sensor
	
imagery from the 5-190A, 5-198 and 5-192 was utilized in the
	 ""' 1,
study and compared with ground truth obtained by the PI.
The statement of work for Contract NA59--13332 provided:
"The PI sha11 apply the identified information
extraction techniques to the Skylab and aircraft
data far crop discrimination, mensuration and
analysis results for cost effectiveness and
accuracy using ground truth and the agriculture
statistical. reporting service as a data base.
The efforts are to include specifically:
2.1.3.1
	 The PT sha11 by photointerpretation
analyze EREP imagery to construct basic land
use and crop maps.
2.1.3.2 The PT wi11 investigate digital tech-
niques to discriminate crops and characteristic
signatures which indicate crop health and vigor.
2.1.3.3 The PT shall differentiate crops within
a resolution ce11 by appropriate digital analysis
techniques.
2.1.3.4	 The PT shall compare his crop discrim--
	 _
ination, mensuration and predicted yields with
the agriculture statistical reporting service
for accuracy.
2.1.3.5	 fihe PT sha11 make a cost effectiveness
study to determine the feasibility of using retaote
sensing far crop inventories and mensurations.
This report leads to the following general conclusions
which are more fu11y developed in the text of the report.
Anal.y.t?e^l tcch^iiques anal the rationale leading to the can-
i	 ^
_^
fi
1	 ^^
clusians are also in the report test.
Photointergretation of 5-190A anal 5--190B imagery showed
significantly better resolution with the 5-190B system. A
small tendency to underestimate acreage was observed. This
averaged 6 percent anal varied with field size. Fields of Leas
than IO acres were estimated as larger than actual. As Lang 	
^^.
as fields are greater than 5 acres in size the resolution of
the 5-I90B system is adequate.
The S-^I90B sys. ►:em had adequate resolution for acreage
measurement but the calar film did not provide adequate can-
frost to allow detailed classification of ground cover from
imagery of a sixtgle date. In total 7$ percent of the .fields
^rere correctly classified but with 56 ^^rcent correct far the
major crap, corn. - Fart of tha.s diff^.culty can be attr3.btxted
to the existence of dual signatures for corn on this date.
Acreage measurement is mare critical to this study. Bse
of 5-190A imagery in the June 12, 197.3 imagery resulted in
9l to 95 percent accuracy in estimating acreage of bare soil.,
forest, grass, forage, grain, etc. categories after a ratio
carrectian of 25 percent fez underestimation was applied,
Analysis of 5-192 was conducted by a subcontractor,
E.R.T.M.	 These data had been acquired on August 5, 1973 at
15:02 GMT. The crap recognitioQ accuracy which was achieved
duxing this investigation was shown to be related to the amount
of data available for training the computer. Accuracy i,n-^
creased as I0, 20 anal then 40 sections were made available for
^^	 a
^	
I 	 ^	 S
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extract3.ng training statistics via a supervised clustering
approach. Even with 40 sections available far training,
however, the average absolute accuracy of roughly 70 percent
fvr 5 classes was somewhat disappointing. These relatively
low values were attributed to:
1) the data were gathered at a non-optimum time in
^,.
early August when corn, and other crops were quite
variable in their state of maturity,
2) the atmospheric conditions over the test site were
fairly hazy thereby reducing available contrast,
3) the data gathered. by the 5-192 had significant defi-
ciencies with regard to signal-to-noise ratio
in some bands, the dynamic range covered by the
signals, and channel-to-channel spatial registra-
Lion.
Attempts to discriminate far .health and vigor using 5-.190A,
5-3.9x8 ar^d 5-142 imagery alI proved unsuccessful. This finding
is consistent wzth the difficulty in obtaining accurate acreage
estimation which is, of course, much easier.
A mixtures classifier was applied in an attempt tv.in--
crease the accuracy of crop classification of pixels in the
5-142 data. The error rate was slightly largex using the
mixtures classifier than it was with the linear classifier.
Surprisingly, only IS percent of the pixels .were classified
as mixtures. Given the field and pixel sizes many more mix-
tures had been expected.	 _
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The statist.cal Reporting Service (SRS) of the LI.S.D.A.
currently publishes estimates of crop acreage for the J.S.
and ma ,^ nr produei.ng states. Their probability based surveys
cover about L5^ commodities including crops, fruits, nuts,
Livestock and poultry. Their accuracy i,n crop acreage esti-
mation is a function of the total. expenditures for the survey
as well as the proporti.an of the acreage in that crop. At
current cast levels their estimates of national aggregatgs
are moxe accurate than those obtained from the Skylab da^.^
set. Therefore, the SRS estimates are more acc;u.rate than
would be obtained from a national sample using Skylab if the
accuracy found in this study is representative of an opera-
tzonal system. ^bviausly, improved technology, more frequent
data collection, use of crop calendars, etc. would change
this comparison.
The report text contains informat^.on on costs of both
the current SR5 system and the classi.fzcation costs of pro-
cessing the Skylab data. While lack of data restrict the
qualz.ty of this analysis, it is clear that the Skylab system
was not as cost--effective as the SRS system as both operated
in 1973.
iv
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Introduction
!	 --
This report contains the result of a ;study entitled
"Economic Evaluation of Crop Acreage Estimation by Multi-
spectral Remote Sensing" under a contract between the N2tional
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and Michigan
State University (MSU}. In turn MSU subcontracted with the
Environmental Research Institute ai' Michigan {ERIM} for the
computer analysis of 5-192, multispectr2.l scanner data.
The statement of work on the contras:4, NAS9-x.3332 pro-
vided:
"The P'I sha11 apply the identified information ex-
traction techniques to the Skylab and aircraft data
for crop discriminatiop , mensuration and analysis..
results for cost effectiveness and accuracy using
ground truth and the agriculture statistical repo^:-t-
ing service as a data bGse. The efforts are to in-
1	 elude specifically:
2.1.3.1 The PI shall by photointerpretatian analyze
EREP imagery to construct basic land use and crop maps.
2.1.3.2 The PI will investigate digital techniques
to discriminate craps and characteristic signatures
which indicate crop health and vigor.
2.1.3.3 The PI
resoultion cell
piques.
2. ^.. 3.4 The PI
mensuration apd
statist.cal rep
shall differentiate craps within a
by appropriate digital analysis tech-
sha11 camp are his crop discrimination,
gredicted yields with. the agriculture
ortipg service far accuracy.
2.1.3.5 The PI shall make a cost effectiveness study
to determine the feasibility of using remote sensing
far crop inventaries and mensurations."
Skylab overflights obtained information over Michigan on June
12, 1973, August 5, 1473 and September 18, 1973. Only the
^	 August 5, 1973 pass occurred in good weather with all sensors
^ ____
i-2-
obtaining usable information..
Sensors utilized to provide data far this Gcudy included
The S -^1.90A and S -x.908 cameras as well as the 5 -192 mul.tispec-
tral scaxtner. Aircraft underflights pxovided additional data.
Craund truth was compiled from the U.S.D.A. Agricultural Sta--
bil:^zation. and Conservation Service off - ices, Field visits, and
aerial photogzaphy.
The Statistical Reporting Service of the U.S.A.A, pxo--
vided infozmation an the current system of acreage estimation.
This report contains analyses of the Skylab data and a
comparison of the interpreted Skylab data with ground truth.
These resu^.ts axe then utilized to compare current acreage
estimation procedures with potential procedures using Skylab
technology.
Skylab Intensive Test Site
The whole of Michigan T S Zower Peninsula sezved as a test
site in the sense that all-available Skylab imagery over Mich--
igan was examined far quality, interpxetability, and mayor
features of interest; if not directly by personnel on the
pr esex^t prefect, then, by other units across the iiSU campus to
whom the imagery was made availab^.e accord^.ng to their special
interests in the respective areas. However, the mayor thrust
of effort with regard to ground truth and analysis of field
craps in this project was concentrated in a test strip of ap--
proximately 90 square miles located in eastern Ingham County
Michigan (figure 1). This test strip is centrally located
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Figuxe 1.	 Location of the Skylab intensive test area with^.n the
State of Michigan
-. ^ ^._
I I	 C	 ^	 ^
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between the M5U sad ERZM laboratories, which helped to keep
travel cO StS to a minimum for both institutions. The fast
strip rues 18 miles alns:.^ Dietz Road, e^rtendir.g three miles
east of Aietx Road and two miles west (see portion of Ingham
County map in Figure 2). Mast of Locke (T4N, R2E}., Leroy	
^'
(T3N, R2E), and White Oak (T2N, R2E) Townships are ^.ncluded
..^..
in the test strip.. The. test strip includes the variety of 	 ^
crap types aad field sizes needed .fox purposes of the study.
Figuxes 3a and 3b a:re reproductions of RB-57 airphotos cover-
ing the n.orthexa and southern portio^^-^s of the test strap,
respectively..
The test strip is about 99% rural, the town of Webberville
being as exception. A major interstate highway ( Z- 96) crosses
the test area just south of Webberville. The axea is character-
ized by intensive agricultuze includ^.ng corn, beans, small
grains, forage craps, lettuce and cooking onions. Zn addition,
the stein contains a few swampy areas and farm woodlots or	 '
bushy areas which are also present on most sections. It is
representative of much of mid--Michigan agricultural land. A
breakdown of the ground txuth data for the test axea by field
size is given in Table 1, and by major crop types in Table 2.
Small farmsteads, fence lines, secou,daxy roads, etc. are ex-
cluded from the tabulations in Tables 1 and 2. Table 3 com-
bir.es the pzevious Tables to prgvide data on crop acreages
azzd number of fields by field s^.xe.
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^'ignra 2. Martian of Iag^iam County map. sb:atr^.IIg location of
Skylab intens^.^te test axes.
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Figure 3a. Reproduction of H^ -57 airphato covering northern portion of Skylab
^	 intensivs test area.
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Figure 3b, Reprndiictit>n of R.B-j^ airphoto covering southern portion of Skylab
intensive ;.est azea.
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Table 1. Breakdown of ground truth '•information for
Skylab intensive test area by field size. 	 '
Field size No. of % o^C Total % of
{acres) fields fields acres acres
0	 -	 S 367 13.67 1194.8 2.20
5+ -	 10 625 23.28 4673.6 .8.59	 a
10+ -	 20 811 30.21 11450.6 21.96	 ^,.	 '.
20+ -	 30 417 15.53 10199.9 18.74
30+ -	 40 173 6.44 6033.2 11.09
40+ -	 SO 96 3.58 4239.4 7.79
50+ -	 60 66 2.46 3599.9 6.61
60+ -	 70 41 1.53 2b47.6 4.86
70+ --	 80 33 1.23 2434.2 4.47
80+ -	 90 13 .48 1108.4 2.04
90+ -- 100 3 .^.^. 285.0 .52
100+ - 120 14 .52 1,504.5 2. "16
120+ - 140 8 .30 1035.6 1.90
140+ - 160 5 .19 735.5 1.35
160+ - 1s0 6 .22 1000.9 1.84
180+ ^- 200 2 .07 386.2 . .71
200+ -^ 250 1 .04 _ 241.9 . 44
250+ - 300 2 .07 528.3 97
^	 300+ 2 .07 630._3 1.16
4
Totals
{
26s5 lao. 00 54429.8 10a. 00
.,^
i^^
—9—
TabJ.e 2.	 J3reakda^can of gzound truth ln^ormat3an for Skylab 3.n.tensive
test area by ^a^or crop type.
Cxo^^pe No. ^^elds % ^1e1ds ^ota1 acres %acres
Cow. 561 24^.b2 x,6,508.9 30.33
Beans 137 5..10 2,533.2 4.8^
^'arage crops 656 24-.43 12, 7].0.7 23.35
amuck crops 6 .22 182.0 .33
5tubb?e/gram 226 8.42 3,765.9- 5.92
Bare so3.1 311 11.58 3,963.5 7.28
Weeds 201 7.49 4,084.7 7.51
Woods/brush 434 16.17 9,891.4- ].8.1.7
-	 Wetland 10 .37 105,0 .19
other 43 1. s0 584.5 1.08
^ota1 2,585 100.00 54,429.8 1.00.00
^,.
i
F ^ numbex of Melds, A ^ total acres.
Field size Corn Beans_ Forage Trunk 5tubble^ Bare Weeds 1^oods^ Wet» Qther
acres _ __.^ crops crows .^x'ains soil Bxus^^ land
0 -	 5 37^' 7^' 73F iF igF 82F 28F 9bF ^F 20F
1^0.9A 23.7A 263,^A z,3A 67,bA 2b7.'^A gS.^A 2C^.OA i2.BA b7.1A
^-l- -	 l0 3.3.x' ^uF 16^' of bSF' i3[i^' Z3F` 9bF ^' 11F
B7o,6A z^o.^ Iz^o.bA O,oA 468, 7A 6^7.2A 386.2AA 7o3.7A z9.zA ^^^,?A
10+ -	 za rt;BF ^^^ 219E OF 8^F g3F ^^` 9^^' iF ^F
31,^^.3.A ^;iG, iA 31b6 ,aA o,nA 1273. BA 132^.3A 788, 2^ 13 ,56.9A 13,3A. ^?.7A
2oa- .-	 3^ 1',^. ^:^;^ yyF ?.F Z7F 2'^' ;^gF 6^, f3^ ^^'
3^^^.^. 'r'0^^. ^.^ 2419.^^A ^Z,OA b^,5o7A bj^+.2A 681,7A 1501.^A O.OA ,-;^,t;.p,
30+ - ^ ^^^' t^k' 30F iF 3.7E .12^` 1^' z7F' of OF
21-^^,^,A 328.gA 1032,1A 36,8A 5g2.7A 426,gA 4gg.bA `^70.bA ^1,0A G,(}A
t ^ z7F 1F gF ^' ^F i^.F :' ^F
1 ^5, ?A y?.3A 11gb.1A ^-3, 2A 383 .OA g0. $A 23.6.OA j36. ^.. ^^g.7A ^3^. Sa
^0-t- -.	 60 2^;F iF 11F 1F 3F 6F ^' 10^` of 3.F
1576.8A ^7. OA ,5g^,2A ^.7A 1^. gA ^^1,1A 219.`jA 5^8.6A t7.0A ^t. 9A
aC>-t- -	 70 13F ?,F 10F OF 1F IF SE' gF OF OF
8^6.OA ]2g.0A 6^2.5A O.OA bO.BA us.OA 318.bA 575.7A O,OA O.OA
70-^ -	 80 ^ 2i'' 2F ,5F of of 1F ^' gF aF CF
8gg,7A ^.4^-.^A 370.2A Q,OA O.OA 72,,5A 300,6A 6^i.7A O,OA O.OA
Bat- -	 90 ^F OF ^F OF IF 1F 2F 1F OF OF
337. 4A O.OA 336.8A O.OA $B.7A £^.IA 172.^A B$,}A O.OA O.OA
9^- - 100 IF QF OF OF OF OF QF 2F DF :7F
^O.^A J,DA O.OA O.OA O.OA u.OA O.OA ig^s.^A 4,t^A C .c^A
100- --	 3.b0 bF IF ^F OF OF 4F ^'` i0F OF wF
7z5•;^A ^^?G. OA 829.IA O.OA O, OA Q.t^A ?_^+^. 2A 32^?2,OA O,OA 15^.4A
1!= ;}^ jF 0^' ^F OF aF OF iF ^ OF fax"
^1,5.^A O.OA CIg.2A O,OA O..OA O.OA 1^O. gA 32^32,IA (^.OA 0.0.^'i
i
C^
^^^-
^ °`^^^1a ,_
C
.;
rd ^ ::
^ .
^ _.
^'^-^
^--^
O ^^
„",. E-7
^ ^^
Table 3. Distxibu^tion of majox crop-types by field size in the ingham County intensive test area.
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Ground Truth Information
Three basic sources of information were utilized in
assembling "ground truth" data. The first was USDA, ASCS
field certification retards for Ingham County. The second
was field visitation by technicians eu^played by MSU for the
study. The third source of information was photainterpre-^
tabor. of underflight imagery by technicians employed for the
project. .All of this ground truth information was obtained
during the 1.973 growing season.
The first set of ground truth information t q become
available was provided through the cooperation of the Agri-
cultural Stabilization and Conservation Service (USDA, ASGS).
During the spring of 1973, this agency conducted an annual.
certification of acreages planted to crops and acreage set-
aside from production under the Federal_ wheat and feed grain
programs. This certification was recorded in the farm of
annotations on enlarged photocopies of black and white air-
photos. , The approximate scale of these photocopies was Zz7,
92Q or 8 inches - to the mile, At this scale, each section was
covered conveniently by a single page in a loose--leaf. notebook.
1t shoul_d be Hated in .passing that ASCS no longer conducts
this type of certification grogram. These certification re-
cords did not constitute a complete ground truth base because
data was collected only for owners participating in the Federal
programs. Since the black and white airphotos annotated for
r
^	 ^	 F^
r^.	 ^	 ^
^l2_
certification were several years old, they could not be used
far extracting current crop info:-m,at.ian in areas asst toverad
by certification. Nevertheless, the old airphatos were use-
ful for developing a field numbering system since field pat-
texas is relatively stable over time. The field numbering
system was structured as follows:
Tawx^ship identifier - 1 digit
Section number - 2 digits
Field number within section - 3 digits
Subdivision of field ^- ^. decimal digit
The field numbers were recorded d^.rect3.y on the ASCS photo-
eapias and kept in a loose-leaf nntebvok.
During August of 3.973 a program of field visit atiaz^ by
the project technicians was undertaken to fill gaps in the
certification retards. Most fields within the test axes that
were accessible from roads or without vialat^.an of trespass
laws were visited. For esch field the crop species ar dami-
nant natural vegetation was recorded and any unusual tonditians
noted. Extensive use of ground-level photography was made dur-
ing these field. v^.sits.
Tha combination of ASCS certification records and an-
site observation of accessible fields sti3.l 3.eft gaps in the
interior of sections. Acreage figures were available far
fields covered in the ASCS records, but actual acreage measuxe-
ment on the ground for other fie3,ds during fie3.d v^.sitativz^.
would have been prohibitively time consuming. Thus, another
E
I
k
•
^_ ..^.	 ^
^	 .'
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source o£ information was needed for identifying crops ^.n the
interior o£ sect^.ons and for acreage rzeasurement. Photointer-
pxetive analysis of underfl^.ght imagery f3.own with the NASA
,_ ,
-^ and ^R'i3^ C- 47 aircraft was seed to^ obta^.n this infoxmstion.
^`he U-2 Skylab support flight took place on August lI, I.°73
and. provided camp3.ete stereo covexage of the test area st a 	
.^., .
nomina3. scale of l: l^Q, Q04 on CZ?t fiZm^. the C-^7 imagery was
ca3.3.ected during a simultaneous underflight o'f the August 5,
3:^ 13 5icylab pass . 1'he ;:-^7 sensor compZemeat included several.
cameras 3.oaded with different film ty p es anal the BRIM :nLlt3--
spectral scanner. imagery was cortl.ected at several £lying
he3.gh.ts. (3nly a porrian o£ the test axes was included ixx the
C-k7 mission. since its primary purpose was to rrL^^^ide informer--
t^.on on atmoapher^± c and. ground conditions for see in compu^:er
analysis o£ 5-3.92 scantier data.
'fhe C-^7 imagery became availab7.e for use in - the vault
at ERTI`? laboratories before the U-2 imagery was received. there- 	 '
fore, 7(?mm CTR imagery from this mission was used far crop idea-
tification to f^.11 gaps in ground truth for the limited area
covered. Cro p identif:^cation for the remainder of the area
wss ccm^+ , ate'. '? aeY i^,c^^, :>'eMe_nt of the i.^--? imuge.r y . Acxeages
were sc2Zed eWt'^ p,- fxom the ASCS buck and u,^h^.te pho*oc^nY.es
Qr frc^ the ?^-2 im.a.gery. Se^;eraZ met';^os o^ scaZ'ng acreages
were used depending an. the pre£ereace of ,the interpreter. meth-
ads of area r^.eseurement included transparent riot grid, plani-
meter, and ocular grid on the Bausch and ^.omb Zoam 24a stereo--
Woade
Stubble
Bate Soil
f
r
F ^ ^ ..
I	 ^	 g
_^[^^.
scope. Rolatape measurements were taken in the field to de-
term:ine precisely the scale of air photos used far acreage
measurement.
Ground truth information from these various sources was
assembled first in notebook farm and subsequently on punched
cards. As the analysis proceeded, it a^.so became evident that
..^..
time wou1,. be saved by having the ground truth ^.n map form.
Accordingly, S^ enlargements were made of the U--2 ph..atos colter-^
i.ng the test area, and maps were prepared in the farm of over-
lays on acetate.
Gener&lined breakdowx^.s of the test area by field s^.ze and
na.a^or czap types wex'e given pxev^ . o^sly in Tables ^., 2^ and 3. A
moxe detailed breakdown of the ground truth infarmat^.on by town-
ship is contained in Tables 4,5,6,and 7. The percentage of
fields belonging to each ground cover class does not differ sig-
n^:ficantly between townships. However, the percentage of the
fatal acreage is significantly different for corn and grass.
Corn cvvexs 35.8 pe:rcenic of Leroy Township but only 26.0 percent
of Locke while grass ranges from 21.1 percent in Leroy to 31.9
percent in Locke Township. The mayor ground cover classes, ^.n
order of decreasing importance according to the percent fv^tnd
in the test site, are listed below:
Corn	 30.3
Grass	 9 ^, _ 5^
r
SI ^^^a ,-^^Ix^^ t14
1
Locker	 Sec^ion = 30
..^
^^ab1e 4.	 Ground truth for l.acke Township, 3:ngham County, Michigan. Given in. 	 `J
acres and numbers of f^.elds,
^_ci:ion^ Coz-r^ SoybQan '^
f 
^
?^ Aere ^	 ^^ Acxe^ ^f_ ^ -
^ -2 8 ` 110.5
^
3 42.1 b
3	 ^:^	 ^1 9 192.0 2 32.878.^^^ 4^ ^	 ^ ^^^.^ ^^ ^ L
5 n 259,6 ^	 1. 23.4 4
^a 14• 753.9 ^,1 18.8 !+	 .
7 5 n^.7 ^ 1
3	 EEI I1 2"41.1 4 37.4 ^ 6
9	 i1 1.^. ^	 ?^^^'^.3
^
2 52.^,;^ 3
.:^	 ^i 1.
^	 ^:
^	 ,:.^^;
f
^	 ^, L
_^	 i^ ^	 ',7 a '	 ^:1	 ^;^^ 2
^ ,, ^	 ^	 s	 ,^.^	 ^' 1 ^ ,•,	 ^,	 ^ ^
3
4Z	 i ^ 3 ;	 1_	 ?	 ^,	 li i 7
..
^ ^ ^
-r
1	 ^ I ^18 11. .,i	 :_._	 '	 .i	 11 32...I^ 3
''	 _'4 11 1^^^.1	 ^ ^ 9
3 q 7 121.5 1 36.9 ^+
S1	 ' 7 76.8 5 55.5 6
^ 2	 ^ 8 1^, ^) . l ^ 1 k3.2 S
^,	 t3 8 2t^F^.1 2 23.4 3
S4 b 26^^.0 1 ^	 13. S 5
'	 35 3 3.23.4
^
7
TAB
:^^r... 223 y7	 14E-+C.7 42 699.1 r1-^5
,^^:F.	 I7.G l^il.^+ ^ I..G ^	 23.3 I ^ G.7
tees
Aare
Grass
^^	 Acre
^	 Stubble	 ''Baxe 5oi1
^r	 Acre	 ^^	 Acre
Alfalfa
^^	 Acre
Oi;her	 ^'
^^	 Acre
Total
^	 Acre^^ X03'Other
x.77,7	 17 206.5 1 7,0 4 21.1. 1 x1.1 40 636.1
108,3	 3.5 297.9 1s 65,5 3 24.0 4 58.5 2 19.9- 43 798.9 X,8
1.^1,^:	 '1Q 261,3 4 59,8 3 b6.1 3 G2,7 43 786.0 X,C
X 71.4
	 ^ 96.7 ^ 605.87 10 123.4 3 31.,0 2 10,6 41 X,w
^'	 10i9.^r
	
^ ii
259.4 4 49.1. 5 S3.3 1 1.8.1 1 5 , 8 27 506.1 ^^ Y `
2014.2	 ^I	 3 2$.l 9 1.06.4 5 28.7 38 535.9
63.1	 j^	 9 137.7 2 13•.4 2 34.6 2 35.7. 31 616.4 ?
1 +5.0	 li	 l^r 270.8 ^	 4 9::,.9 ^. 17, 0 i 7, G j	 31 642.1 e
.i!"^1, 3	 11 404.5 I	 2 11.8 3 43.9 2 10, 5
1	
31 639.7 3i,Y
I'1:.;°.2
	
i7, j 3bt^.8 ^	 3 121..7	 ^t I	 23 b27.7
^!:^1.•2	 '^	 b 432,5 i ^
^
1. 75,:t
	
11 ^	 9 6F•1.8
.3i^.6	 ;	 7 :37.3 ^	 1 3.a.5 4 X1.7 27 599.&
12},6.-	 '^	 15 ^	 183.7 !	 3 3^^.6	 ^ 4 28,2, 1. 19.9 1 1?,3;^ 4b 618.0 N
j	 11r.:	 !	 ^ ^; .3 }	 4 SZ.3	 it S 45.6 F 1 2 y .8! {^	 ^ 7.c ^I !;0 4u'6.6' H
99.5
	 ^,	 1.5 2i^.9 I ^ 6 5.'..0'' 4 .18,8` 1 20.5^^ 1 1.2,8 3b 4G9.8 8
Q='F ..; 	 !	 13 186.4
.i43.5^^
+	 9 120.8 ^	 6 53,.6 ^^ 2 35, 7 fi ! 39 615.1
^i1.4	 ^'	 S 2 41.5 ^	 2 137.5 1 ^ i l'.z,l 17 b1b,2 H
143.+	 ^!	 5 32ti.2
•
15 656.1.
66,3	 !^	 3
I	
55.01 2 84,3 1 49.2 j	 25 634.4
68.5
	
3 72.5 2 68,0 1 25.1 3 124.6 2 li.[l^ 24 b4.'..b X
65.5
	
113 336.2 2 14.9 2 18.1 1 5,3^ 31 643.2 W
31,6	 ^	 7 91.3 7 132.3 7 137.8 1 8,2. 37 657.0
.11Q.1
	 11 199.1 3 25.1 6 92.6 40 6].8.0
107.1.	 5 70,8 2 1.0,5 5 70,2 1 15.8 ]. 4,7 26 ^ 445,5 X
74.3	 2 161.3 5 33.9 3 24.6 ]. 1.0.0 2 21.0 33 463.5 H,g
2,03.7
	
5 74.3 5 95.4 5 45.6 3 55.4 32 63:x.3 2N,
35.8	 ^	 8 lb3.l 3 86,6 2 27.0 1 17,0 27 b19.1 8
53.8	 b 9,3,4 2 73.7 3 122. ^+ 23 631. $
114.6	 I(l 264.5 S 85.6 3 26.9 2 1G.1 30 629.1 2H
3196.1,	 X 253 5938,7 111 1874.4 96 135$.0 18 3b9.2 29 33.7.8 928 18594.0
146,5	 ^8,8 198.93.7 62.5 3.2 45,3 .6 12.3 1.0 10,6 30.9 619.8
Table 5.	 Ground truth fox Leroy To
acres an
ectiaa	 Corn
Acre
Soybea
f^	 Acre
^	 Treea
Acre_^
Grass
Acres,_^^^__.
t
. ^ -
-
-- _-----	 t^-	 _ _-r_-^
I
-	
_ _
2	 j?	 41.b 5 193.1 6 269.1 2
3	 ^	 3	 105.4 1 14.0 4 83.7 3 148.G 4
4	 ^;	 4	 5D.9 1 71.3 4^ I80.4 4 180.1 3
v	 > 2Cti3.0 ^ 3 160. G 4 52.9 3
6	 7	 205.2 1 G.5 3 45.7 4 66.7 1
7	 ,^	 7	 97.2 3 69,7 3 33.9 4 57.4 5
8	 7	 ;^ 2i8.5 4 104.1 7 1.59.6 1
9	 8	 ,300.7 3 33.3 5^ 84.2 1 14.0 4
1 !^	 9	 ` 217. i 4 32.8 4 96.5 5
2 .:; 4	 ^ 51.0	 'f 9 226.7 5
1^	 _	 i,^,l
^
( 8
I
80,0 I2 280.5
1^	 _	 ° Z3I.C^ 3 b2.8	 I 7 159.6 4
l:	 ^ 13.4	 ^ 2 3]-.7 ^	 5 69.6 4 b2.8 4
1 %	 _ :	 ^	 355. ^	 j' 1 lI. 5 2 32.9 12 159.2 2
1`	 ^	 S+.C^	 ^ ? ^	 1J.8 6 54.1 5 ^	 207.1 4
"?	 ^'	 ^ 3 ^	 43.; 2 3	 75.4 i	 $ 1G$,2 2
^;'^ . 7	 !^ I C	 S
I	 I
C	 42.3 ^	 7 64.3 4
1	 i	 ::U9.1 l 194.8 3 53x7 2
2.	 ^	 ,'^ i ^	 59.3 ^^	 4 98.5	 I 5 133.8 3
2^	 .3 3 70,8 11 155.D 4
1^	 ^	 0	 ^ 1 ]_4 .9 ^	 3 189.5 8 ^	 84.2
2	 ^	 -	 .1	 ^ 3 26.4 I	 3 16.2 32 148.2 2
2w	 :.	 '^1.8	 ^ 2 57.6 b 127.3 S 141.1 2
2°3	 _	 30.I	 ^ 4 91.41 3 55.9 9 170.4 2
3C;	 :_	 .:^I . u	 ^ 1 14.4 12 41.9 7 127.8 5
3i	 .5	 ^3.$	 ' 1 23.6 3 99.6 5 72.1 2
32	 y	 _'=.3.8 ?. 23.1 3 51.9 6 95.7 4
33	 ;^	 ^.-'s9.6 6 72.6 3 103.6 6 60.7 8
34
^''	 o	 I 374,Z 1 17.3 3 87,0 4 €	 79.7 ]...	 ..	 t	 _
TO -^ ;,'.	 20_ ^1Fs3.8 ^^40 69'9.I '107 2523.4
A'.' ^' .	 , ^ 7 . 2	 1213.2	 1.4	 24 . I	 3.4	 8 7 , 0
1	 ^
_. _,	 .. _ 
1'Q^Ji^.
wnship, Ingham County, Michigan. Given in
d numbers of fields.
	 ff
ubble Sae Soil
	
alfalfa ^^ Other i ^ Total	 ymbol
^cr	 Acr.	 ire ____ Ac.r^_	 O r b per
	 2 	 4	 13.5	 1	 8.2	 19 ^ 548.3	 Y
	
104.8	 2	 65,5	 2	 29.2	 ?^	 551.2
	
14,6	 2	 11.1	 3	 41.0	 1	 8.8	 22	 558.2	 Y
	
IO!+.7	 2	 19.3	 20	 540.3
	
18,8	 2	 35.7	 2	 21.7	 20	 400.3	 X
	
114.7	 3	 32.1	 3	 62.6	 29	 477,b 2N,X
	2 b	 3	 50.4	 3	 29.9	 25	 644,2 2X,Y
	
73.7	 ^.	 27.5 ^	 3 1D°.^+	 25	 b42.8 X,X, A
	6 	 8	 97.1	 5	 96.5	 1	 42.1	 3b	 647.5	 X
	
51.0	 3 {	 23.9	 2	 48.0	 1 151.4	 29	 540.5	 ]{
8	 81.1	 2	 10.3	 3	 38,0	 39	 b2b.D 2X,6
	
35.8	 5	 27.0	 4	 61,2	 2	 47.1	 33	 624.5 2X
	
70.3	 1	 10.3	 23	 618.1
	
23.1	 7.	 61.5 ^ 29	 644.0 9
	
73,1	 5	 35.2	 2	 I9.5	 E 30	 461.4
	
62.8	 2	 12.6	 1	 19,6 ^ ]	 24.2 ^ 28	 498.3 N
	
86.4	 3	 25.3	 4	 36.3 ^ 2	 30.0	 30	 649.3 g^X
	
73.2	 1	 25.4	 2	 28.8	 12	 645.0 29
	
7$.9	 1	 69.i	 21	 640.0
	
60.5	 3	 91.7	 1	 10.3	 30	 644.b
6	 59.7	 24	 648.3
	
39,7	 7	 95.4	 4	 72.7	 1	 2U.1	 39	 631.0 N
	
20.1	 7	 54.2	 2	 20.8	 39	 642.9
	
25.3	 3	 63.3	 1	 9.8	 34	 646.2 d
	
51.6	 7	 b4.3	 3	 20.1	 1	 10.3	 37	 532.2 8
	
22.6	 4	 89.9	 1	 36.8	 1	 19.D	 22	 547.4 D
	
87.4
	 1	 2,9	 5 149.2	 30	 653.0 N,29,
	
1D2.I	 3	 17.2	 2	 8.6	 2	 16.1	 41	 620.5 N,X
	
11.5	 4	 47.3	 1	 29.31 _.__
	
22	 646.3 1ouc3s
6^4 3 I25.7 ^I3 g 1^ 15 52.3 ^^ 3Q4 1 1140.7 11 i^41 6 21.7 ^I 1^3 8 30.8 ^f 207817 595.5
Lero y :	 Section	 29	 ^
z ^... R.,^..:.
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Ground truth for Leroy Township, Ingham County, Michigan. Given in
^c^t#o ^^	 Cora
Acre ^^
Soybea
Acre ^
^	 Trees
Ac ^
Grass
acres ana
^ -
tubbie
numners
Ha a
^
or rreias.
5oi1
13.5
^
Ifalfa
^
Other
^
Total gmbal
Yz	 ?	 4i.5 5 3.93.1 6 269.1 2 22.8 k I $,2 19 ^	 548.3
^. 3	 ^	 3	 1.05.4 1 14.0 4 83.7 3 148.6 4 104.8 2 65,5 2 29.2 34 551.2
4	 '	 4	 50.9 1 71.3 4 180.4 4 180.1 3 14.6 2 11.1 3 41.0 1 8.8 22 558.2 Y	
,
{ 1 	 $	 .203.0 3 1b0.4 4 52.9. ? 104.7 2 3.9.3 20 540.3
6	 ^`.	 7	 205.2 1 b.5 3 45.7 4 b6.7 1 18.8 2 35.7 2 21.7 20 400.3 X	 '^
7	 ^^	 7	 97.2 3 59,7 3 33.9 4 57.4 5 124.7 3 32.1 3 62.6 29 477.6 2N,X	 ^"^^
8	 f;	 7	 278.5 4 104.1 7 159.6 1 21.5 3 50.4 3 29.9 25 644.2 2X,Y
9	 8300.7 3 33.3 5 84.2 1 14.0 4 73.7 ]. 27.5 3 104.4 25 642.8 X,Y,9
10	 ''	 9	 ,217.x. 4 32.8 4 96.5 5 55.4 8 97.1. 5 96.5 1 42.I 35 647.5 X
1'	 ^	 i	 52.5 4 51,f] 9 225.7 5 51.0 3 23.9 2 48.0 1 157.4 29 640.5 X
14	 ,,	 vI1:36.1 8 80.0 12 280.5 8 81.I 2 30.3 3 38,0 39 62b.Q 2X,9	 i
1	 a	 ;231.0 3 62.13 7 159.5 4 35.$ 5 27.0 4 61.2 2 47.1 33 624.5 2X
lE	 313.4 2 31.7 5 b9,b 4 fs2.8 4 70.3 1 10.3 23 618.1
1%	 1Q	 I355,E 1 1I.5 2 32.9 12 3.59.2 2 23.1 2 61.5 29 644.0 9
1^	 ^	 S+.G ^	 2 17.8 6 54.1 S ^	 207.1 4 73.1 S 35.2 2 19,5 30 4b1.4
i2	 ?	 ^.152..^, 3 ►^2.7 2 75,4 $ 1 p8,2 2 62.8 2 12.6 1 19.6 1 24.2 28 k98,3 N
=^G	 5 ,:54.7 5 42.3 7 54.3 4 86.4 3 25.3 4 35.3 2 30,D 30 649.3 g,X
2l.	 ^	 x.209.1 1 i94.$ 3 53.7 2 73.2 1 25.4 2 28.8 12 645.0 gg
2 :	 ^	 i 2^^t?, {+ Z 59.3 4 9$. S 5 x33, 8 3 78.9 1 69.1 21 640.0 -'
23	 ^;	 c	 %5b.3 3 70.8 11 1.55.0 4 60.5 3 91.7 1 10.3 34 644.6
2^^	 ^3Q0.0 1 14.9 3 1$9.5 ^	 8 84.2 6 59.7 24 b48.3 ^, `j
27	 ^	 ;212.3 3 26.4 3 15.2 12 148,2 2 39.7 7 95.4 4 72,7 1 20.1 39 631.0 N
28	
,.	
12	 221.8.
^
2 57.6. b 127,3 $ 141.1 2 20.1 7 54.2 2 20.8 39 642.9 ,
29	 t',	 12	 ?3Q.1 4 91.4 3 55.9 9 170.4 2 25.3 3 63.3 I 9.8 34 646.2 9	 '	 ,
3G	 ^	 1I	 ^i^^l,r"i 1 14.4 2 41.9 7 127.8 5 51.6 7 b4,3 3 24.3. 1 10.3 37 532.2 B
3.1	 '^	 5	 ii83.8 1 23.5 3 99,5 5 72.1 2 22.6 4 89.9 1 36.8 1 i9.0 22 547.4 D	 I	 ^
32	 ^^	 9	 ;243.8 2 23.1 3 51.9 5 95,7 4 87.4 1 2.9 S 146.2 30 653.0 N,2@ ; 	^	 y
33	 j{	 3.1	 239.6 6 72.5 3 103.6 b 60.7 $ 102.I 3 17.2 2 8,6 2 16.1 41 b20.5 N,X
34	 li 3ouds
35^	 ii	 8	 374,2
(i
1 .17.3 3 $7.0 4 79.7 1 11.5 4 47.3 1 24.3 22 b4b.3
i?
TOTAt,^ ' ZOS	 183.8 , 	40	 699 . 1	 x.107 2523.4	 .185	 3b45 . 7	 89	 1516.5	 100	 1178 . 9	 40	 629.3	 38	 893.2	 807	 17269..9
Ati'€.	 X 7.2	 213,2	 1.4	 24.1	 3.4	 87,0	 5.4	 125.7	 3.1	 52.3	 3.4	 k0.7	 1.4	 21,7	 1.3'	 30.8	 27,8	 595,5
.	 .,	 ^
-	 ^	 F	 : gs^	 i
^^ t .ti:^	 ^^^^.^	 _,	 Leroy:	 Sectfon	 ^	 29
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•	 .^,,	 Table 6. Ground txuth for White Oa^.,_:'owhsh^.p, Ingham County, P^ichigan. Given ^.^
acres and numbers of fields,
tio^a '^	 Corn
^	 Acre
Soybean-
^^	 Acre
gees
4^	 Acre
Grass
^P	 Acre
Stubble
^f	 Acre
Bare Soil.
^	 Acre
Alfalfa
^	 Acre
Other
^^	 Acre
Total	 Symbol
^^	 Acre	 Other
2 9 205.3 6 38.0 12 350.0 Z 29.9 6 49.5 2 66.8 37 739.3
3 14 319.9 ^. 38.6 3 110.0 11 118.8 8 99.7 1 5.7 1 4.1 39 696.8 X
4 7 208.6. 2 19.7 9 99.7 8 260.7 5 146.1 4 32.2 1 17.3 l 8.7 37 693.0 N
5 5 103.1 4 100.2 2 ].20.9 10 13T.1 10 125.3 l 7.06.0 32 692.6 ^
6 18 222.7. 5 59,3 t^ 69,7 3 21,7 7 86.6 .9 119.6 1 21.9 1 6.9 48 607.8 8
7 6 3.39.4 1 26.5 ^+ 189,4 3 45.0 3 39.7 5 35.2 2 81.9 1 19.7 25 576.8 A
8 5 178.0 2 27.0 6 94.3 6 27.4.8 1 ^ 28.8 3 21.2 5 79, 0 28 ' 543.1 H, 4N
9 8 293.3 2 47.8 6 73.0 4 42.9 2 38,0 5 94,0 3 57.3- 30 646.2 ,2H
Q 7 235.5 5 3.41,]. 5 88.0 ^1 11.5 4 32.1 3 09.3 3 10.8 28 628.3 3X
1 2 72.6 4 292.8 5 224.6 2 53..7 l 7,5 14 659.2
4 3 91.0 b 3.56.0 12 337.7 2 36.8 1. 25.4 24 646.9
5 9 267.5. 4 69.1 3 65.6 1 88.7 6 1].9.8 1 4.ti 2 3.3.9 26 628.7 9,X
6 l2 307,5_ 3 18.9 8 89.4 9 172.3 1 19.0 3 28.2 36 635.3
7 8 159.5
.
2 43.2 5 ].50.5 5 55.4 6 62.3. 9 74.8 6 91..0 41 636.5 ?:5H
8 11 247.3 9 99.7 5 74.3 4 76.7 3 55.9 1 11,0 2 22.4 35 587.3 8=X
9 8 201.3. 1 39.8 4 76.5 3 45.4 4 128.9 1 29.3 1 455 ^- 2.9 23 ^	 569,6 X
0 8 207.3 2 89.2 6 1.00.2 9 168.7 4 28.3 2 6.8 3 42.0 34 642.5 N,X,3
1 7 7.92.4 2 24.7 9 80.7 5 236.8 4 36.3 2 70.9 34 641.8 N,9
2 12 233.4 2 71.9 5 30.5 7 78.3 6 121.6 5 100.7 1 7.5 38. 643.9
3 2 29.5 2 90.5 $ 196.8 2 30.5 3 888 8 196.4 25 632.5 Y,I,S^
6 2 ^	 62.7 1 7.5 4 347.9 9 192.8 1 16.2 1 1.8 2 1.1.0 20 639,9 2X
7 11 1.49.9 2 29.9 6 130.5 12 161, 9 8 83.5 8 59.3 l 8, 7 4 1-2.3- 52 635.8 9 ^ 3X
8 5 110.0 1 26,5 7 1.37.7 4 176.8 6 93.2 6 71.2 3 36.0 32 651.4
9 4 277.7 1 46.3. 6 206.8 4 39.3. 2 35.2 1 12.6 2 31..1 20 648.6 H:X
0 8 153.3 7 ].07.7 12 1.27.7 5 59.3 5 47.1 2 32.8 5 58.5 44 586.4 3H,2X
1 G1aua
Z 12 242.5 3 52.4 6 :31.0 4 39.3. 4 23.7 7 27.8 1 4.1 37 620.6 X
3 9 139.2 1 3.5,5 9 135.4 7 143.3 7 82 . 8 3 37..4 1 4.6 5 76.0 42 634.2 ?,W,X,
^ 11 199.5 9 142.3 11 157.7 10 99.3_ 3 13.3 1 4.6 3 21.9 48 638.4 8,2X
5 7 184.3 1 6.9 7 146.2 7 141.6 4 7 2 . 6 4 72.5 1 11.5 31 635.6 .T
DIAL 230 5433.4 35 693..1 60 3418.2 208 4274.5 114 171.9.7 113. 1363.9 35 678.1 63 958.0 955 18538.9
VE. 7.9 187.4 1,.2 23.9 .5 17.7.9 7.2 147.4 3.9 59.3 3.8 47.0 1.2 23.4 2.2 -33.0 33.0 639,3
- -. 
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Table 7. Percentage of totals of acreages anal cumber of f^.elds fox various
ground cover classes for each of the three townships and for the r^--
ent3.re test site.
LOCKE
y	 o f ^	 ,°6 of
total	 total,	 average
fields	 acreage	 acreage
LEROY
% of	 ^ of
totr• :t	 total	 average
acreage	 acreage	 acxeage
WHITE OAK
i6 of	 % of
total	 total	 average
acxeage	 acreage	 acxeage
TOTALS
% of	 ^ of
total
	 total	 average
acreage
	 acxeage	 acreage
Co xn .24.0 26.0 21..7 25.8 35.8 29.7 24,0 29,3 23,6 24.6 30.3 24.9
Soybea 4,5 3.8 1,6.6 5.0 4.0 ;17.5 3.7 3.7 1.9.8 4,3 3.8 3.7.8
Tree 15.7 17.2 23..9 13, 3 14.6 23, 6 16.7 1.8.4 21.4 15.3 i6.8 22.1.
Grass 28.3 31.9 22.6 22.9 21.1 i9.7 21.8 23.1 20.6 24.4 25.5 21.7.
Stubbl .1.2.0 10.1 16.9 11,0 8.8 17.0 13..9 9.3 15.1 17..7 9.4 16.3
Haxe 3.0.3 7.3 14.1. 3.2.4 6, 8 1.1.8 11.6 7.4 3.2.3 1.1.4 7.2 12.7
soil '
Alf elf .1,9 2,0 20,5 5.0 3.6 15.7 3.7 3.7 19.4 3,5 3.1 l$.0
Other. 3.1 ]..7 11.0 4.7 5.2 23.5 6.6 5.2 15.2 4.B 4.0 16.7	 '
21..4 20.0 19.l^ 20.2Total
iN
coi
tr	 ^
^l	 ^	 i
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All other ground covers represent Jess than 5 percen4^ of the
fatal acreage of the area. This analysis is confounded by
ambiguity concerning the definition of a field.. A farmer
usually refers to a unit of Jared as a field when it is all in-
cluded within one fenced area with no natural barriers to Cul-
tivating the entire area in cantinous passes. For purposes of
the detailed 4nalysis above we defined fields with reference
to the traditional def initian plus requiring a single cover
crap. Thus, if a field contained 50 percent of area crop and
50 percent of another, it was treated as if it were two separ-
ate fields. Jf dually listed as a woods-pasture or weeds and
brush, it was placed under the category first mentioned. How-
ever, a weedy field crop was labeled by the crop, e.g. weedy
soybeans were called soybeans. Since fields with dual crop
identification mere arbitrarily classified by the first desig-
nation, there Wray be a slight bias in the results. This bias
is likely to be important only for the grass and. trees cate-
gories where the dual listing accured most often.
Supplemental ground truth information was also collected
in Eaton Bounty, Michigan in an area previously used for ERTS
studies. This area was situated along an extension of the
Skylab flight path, and it was felt that additional data on
wheat might be garnered for the photointerpretive studies
of Skylab imagery as well as for possible use in sub resolution
element analysis. The Eaton County information was collected
in Sune, 1973 on a . 4 by 5 . tnile strip having McConnell Raced as
'	 ^	 i
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the southexn boundary and Cochran. Road as the north- south
bisector. Tnform.ation v p. fields in this area came from €field
visits and phatoizzterpretive analysis of aircraft imagery.
Additional in€oxmation on all wheat and plowed. fields was al-
so obtained for a 5 by 2 mile strig immediately to the north
of this area. TJnfortunately, little Skylab imagery was ob-- 	 ^
^.
tained fas this area while the bare soil and growing wheat
conditions prevailed.
Callectivn of ground truth information occupied most of
the 1973 field season, anal acreage determinations extended in-
to thr^ summer of 1974. However, the effort was required be-
cause the ground truth information served as the basis €or
both the photointexpxetive analysis of Skylab imagery at M5U
and the computer analysis of 5-142 scanner data at ERTM.
Descrip tion of Ehotot^xaphic Tmager
This section contains a description of phato^;raphic imagery
collected in support of the pra^ect by both Skylab and aircraft
cameras. Aircraft 3.magery is treated first, then Skylab imagery.
'The €'first photographic mission was flown with the ERTM
C-47 aircraft an August 5, 1973. This flight took place simul-
taneously with a Skylab pass aver the Ingham Cou p.ty test area,
and was intended primarilg tv provide supporting data far com-..
purer analysis o€ 5-192 MS5 data. However, it was - also used
to fi],1 gaps in ground truth. The sensor c.omplem;ent for this
mission. included three cameras and -the ERTM multispectura^.
^_ ,.
4- -.
.	 ..	 .. -.	 ..	 _.	 ^
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}F. ^^ scanner.-	 The P22^1 camera ( 7flmm format} was loaded with GIR_
:. film.	 The_ R$-8 ^^^z^^;>>. ( 7,Omm format) was loaded with' convex- <^
^;. :tional ealGr f31.^n.. 	 °s he R-1.9 -camera ( 9 Such format} vas' loaded-
^
^^ :with. blec^c und. ^+h ^ tc. film.	 The latter ._ camera- is :used primarily
^
g
..
^
a
to' pray dix a na y `^,a^ Lo,na1 record of the m•^ssi`on.' 	 ThB missfo:n
'°
^.	
s
^r	 ^
' i include:d pgc ^ ^= s _at several altitudes orrer the' . test ` area, ba't g^ ..t^,	 ^
_
^	
^
_..
included c .overa^e auly fox-the central port ,ioa'of ' the tes t 	.. ;
^
-
^	 '
..
strap. ^	 -^
xF	 iz The second support- `mission was flown r^th a NASA U-2
i
e
#
aircraft - on August ll, 1973. 	 The photographic product of this ^
^.
`mies3o^a was' 9-inch CIR `tsY^tgeYy At a aesiaar scale of 1:13Q,OOQ.
Full - stereo coverag e `ia five flight lines of Eaton, Ingham, C^
f
Livingston, Oaklaxd, and Macotab Counties was included, as wail ^
^	 ^
^
__
,^^ as partial coverage of Kalamazoo, Calhoun, 3ackson, Wa.shtenaw,
^
i
t	 '
i
^Tayne, Rent, Clinton, Shiawassee, Genessee, Lapeer, and Sc.
E
i
_ ,.
^ Clair counties.	 The 9-inch transparencies from Chia taissfon
-	 ^
k-,
^
served as the primary reference foac photointerpretive studies ^
-
ein this project.
Aircraft i^aagerq flown in • previaus years to support other
} prn^ects such as ERTS and land uae studies was also available
^
..
.
for else in the $kyl^ab work . , .. Details of this imagerq gill not
^
'<
be discussed here except to xote that the various dates of ^
^	 ,
photography,. scales, film.tgpes, and. formats collectively
:covered most ; of southern __ Mich^.gat^.
^	 ?N .
^:.
^ ^. The Skylab aa^ellite, made data cal^ .ect an pa ses,..overv.:.. ..	 ....	 ..	 .
..,. _ southeirn lower Michigan on three -dates during 1973,	 Because
^.	 , ^:
^^..^_
-
,e
-
^^-,^aw-_..1A..d.. ^..:-w M... N-.^.. -	 y..:, _...«_..(.wrrb'ai:'^.^a	 ^	 ^	 ^^^	 __	 -^_... -per	 ..^	
_	
-	 ,.u..hewdn' uu.d
	 n_...a.ws...44 .. ^...^nn	 ^.r„an- ^<.^.w,+.s..^r^aw.
	 ^^	
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.. ,.-maS^	 "r"&Y^ L'	 emu-	 _• w.^.cs.	 M.SiLaw¢..s'^.1LwLc33... 	 ..,,.uw{ u.en
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^^,	 of cloud saver oa September 18 only the first two provided
^..
usable imagery for the Ingham County test area. Table 8
contains a summary of imagery by date and sensor.
Table 8. Summary of Skylab photographic coverage for southern
lower Michigan.
Date Miaaion Saasos rolls
June i2, 1973	 SL-2 S-190A 13 to l8
August 5, 1973	 SL-3 S-190A 19 to 24
August 5, 1973	 SL-3	 5-190B	 83
Sept. 18, 1973	 SL--3	 5-190Ae	 43 to 48
Sept. 18, 1973
	
SL-3	 5-190B*	 $8
^	 e Iaghsm County test area covered by clouds.
Skylab Z passed over the Iaghsm Caunty test area on June
12, 1973 (Figure 4}, Because eacroachiag clouds indicated un-
certaim weather conditions for this pass, only the 5-190A sen-
sor system was operated. Despite the occurrence of widespread
clouds over southern Michigan on that date, the Ingham Caunty
test axes happened to be clear at the moment of coverage and
usable imagery was obtained. The S--190A system consisted of
six cameras with 70 mm format and G-inch focal length. These
cma►eras were loaded with different film { filter cambiaations
to give multibaad imagery. Film types included pan atomic-R
aerial blank and white, infrared aesagraphic black and white,
f
y^
nn
^.:	 _.
infrared aerochrome color, and high resoiutian aerial color.
The combination of 6-inch focal length and 270 mile orbital ?9
altitude produced imagery with a scale of 1 : 3,00O,OOE1.
The prime Skylab pass far this project took place on
August 5, 1973 during the SL-3 mission. Weather canditans were
excellent and both the S-190A and S -190B camera sy-stems were
operative. The 5-190A coverage is shown diagrammatically in
Figure 5, and the 5-1908 coverage is shown in Figure 6. The
5-190B camera ,gad an 18 -inch focal length ( scale 1 : 1,080,000)
and was loaded with high resoultion aerial valor film ( 50-242},
This passe was accompanied by a simultaneous C-47 underflight,
and followed the next week by a ti-2 support mission. Both of
these aircraft scissions were described at the beginning of this
section.
On September 18, 1973 SL- 3 again passed over southern
Michigan with bot '1 the 5-190A and 5-3908 camera systems in op-
eration. Coverage for 5 - 190A on this pass is shown in Figure 7,
and for S-190B in Figure 8. On this pass, however, only Saginaw
and Huron Counties ^^ere free of clouds. As a consequence,
imagery aver the Ingham Caunt^r ttast area was not usable.
DescrigEion of Multispectral Scanner Data
On August 5, 1973 the 5ky3ab snultispectral scanner, 5-192
was operated over the Michigan test site at approximately 10:02
BST ar 15 :02 GMT. Atmospheric conditions were variable and hary.
'Phis date provided the only usable 5-192 data because of poor
r	 weather conditions at the time of the scheduled June and Septem-
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Figure 9. Bausch &Lomb Zoom 24Q stereoscope mounted an a Richards la^ht table.
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one factor that must be considered when widespread application
of Skylab-type imagery is contemplated. Therefore, some dis^us-
sion regarding a minimal configuration of interpretive equipment
is in order. Given the small scale and orbital altitudes, stereo
viewing adds little to the interpretive process and is scarcely
worth the time required to orient the stereopair properly. In
....
practice, the Bausch & Lomb unit was usually used in the binocular
macroscape mode during routine interpretation. Likewise, the
adaustable intensity of the light table and the slow motion scan
are more in the category of conveniences than necessities. Ex-
periments with interpretation of prv3ected images on rear pxo^ec-
Lion screens showed this appxoach to be much less satisfactory
than direct viewing of the transparencies with transmitted light.
Thus, a minimal set of equipment for effective interpretation
would be a zoom macrascope with oculars used over a portable
light table. It might also be noted that the tendency of the
transparencies to curl necessitates the use of a glass hold-down
plate or a cardboard frame to keep the imagery flat.
The usual. clues which the photointerpreter uses to make
identifications include tone, texture, pattern, size, shape,
shadow, location, and association of features. As scales be-
came smaller, with consequent loss of retsolution, the geometric
clues such as size, shape, and shadow fade until they are lost
except for their contribution to tone, texture, and pattern.
Likewise, textures become more uniform, and therefore less use-
ful, at smaller scales. By any criterfa one might choose, the
^;	 .:	 ,	 ..	 .
the S-I9QA and 5-1908 contact scales of approximately 1:3,000,00D
and 1 : 1,000,000, respectively, must be classed as very small scale.
Thus, the interpreter is forced to rely primarily on Canal or
color signature in identifying cover types, with some aid from
texture in the ease of forested areas and pattern in certain
other instances. Very small scales also make annotation and
...•
mapping on overlays extremely difficult.
The importance of resolution cannot be overemphasized. A1-
though small scales can be enlarged either optiea^ , ly or photo-
graphically, Tittle is to be gained by enlargement if no further
ability to discriminate between objects is obtained. ERTS trans--
potencies and 5 - 190B photos, for example, are bath distributed
to users at a scale of approximately 1:1,000,000. ERTS can be
profitably enlarged by a factor of five to produce a working
scale of about 1:200 , 000. At this enlarged scale, main roads
can usually be distinguished and sometimes secondary roads, but
field boundaries are indistinct. xn contrast, 5-190B imagery
will stand at least l5X enlargement by photographic means and
more than 20X by optical means. Thus, working scales ranging
from 1 : 50,000 to .i:i00,000 can be readily obtained. Individual
fields are easily delineated an such enlargements. This ability
to delineate and measure acreage an individual fields effeetive^.y
increases the degrees of freedom for statistical estimates. For
this r :^ason alone the added resolution is worthwhile, even if
Lack of variation in tone between cover types limits the ability
_.._..	 ^^	 ^^^ -^. ^^ P
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	 by temporal gverlays keyed to a crop calendar, but accuracy of
acreage measurement cannot.
Interpreters on this project faced several variables such
as differences in scale and resolution between S-190A and 5-1908
imagery, differences in film types, and in crop phenology. Tn
view of this, the first step in assessing a set of imagery was
always a first-lank examination for purposes of orientation and
general determination of image quality, cloud cover, etc. The
second step was to formulate a set of categ-oriel that were con-
sistently separable and to develop a key to the tonal signatures
of the categories. The procedure for doing this was first to
select a training set of large and distinct fields on the basis
of ground trut3^ information. These fields were then located an
ithe imagery and their tonal signatures noted. The signatures
for these training fields were then compared across cover types
to arrive at a set of categories for which the probabiltiy of
discrimination was relatively good. The third step was to run
a test of these tentative categories to see if they could be
recognized consistently on the imagery. Tn this phase, large
and distinct fields were selected from the Skylab imagery, in-
terpreted, and compared with the corresponding ground truth
data. This phase might result either in acceptance of the
tentative categories, or in some refinement of the categories.
Next came the operational phase of interpretation in which a
block of 3000 - 5000 acres was selected. The cover types in
this block were eiasLified according to the predetermined Cate-
_	
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gorses anal acreages measured with the ocular grid. Cover clan-
.	 i
sification and acreage were recorded on a field
-by-field basis
for 5 - 1908 imagery, but this was not possible for 5-190A imagery
because of the leek of resolution. 	 The only reference to ground
truth during operational interpretation was for tonal signatures
that had not been previously encountered, and for field numbers
in the case of S - 190B imagery. General notes regarding time in-
valved and any particular problems encountered were maintained
during the interpretation of this large bioek. Time study data,
per se, was not collected during this phase. Results of inter-
pretation far the block served as the basis for analysis of
accuracy and assessing utility of the imagery for agricultural
surveys. A separate time study for interpretation of 5-1908
imagery was conducted later.
Most of the interpretation was performed by a technician
with a Bachelors degree in forestry and a background in agricul-
tore and use of airphatos. It was felt that a Bachelors degree
is some agriculturally oriented field and prior experience with
airphatos might be typical of interpreters employed for opera-
.	 tional work in agricultural surveys, whereas a Ph.D. with exper-
fence in remote sensing research would be atypical.
Analysis of S -190A Imagery
The S-190A sensor system is a multiba.nd photographic camera
equipped to provide imagery in six spectral regions. The spec-
ifications of the six high precision lenses are: 6-inch focal
^	 length with matched distortion and fecal length: f/2.8; 21.2°
.... .
.... t
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^-^	 FOV. The shutter assemblies are a rotary-intralens type pro-
viding far variable aperture settings from f/2.8 to f /16 in ^ -
stop increments and shutter speeds of 2.5, 5, and 10 miliiseeaads
with 0 . 4 millisecond synchronization. Intervalometer settings
.i
are adjustable from 2 to 20 seconds in 2 second increments.
Imagery is provided in 70mm format. The combination of orbital
altitude and field of view gives ground coverage over a square
approximately 100 statute miles on a side in each frame, with
contact scale of 1:3,000,000.
Four of the six camera stations were loaded with black ^
white film / filter combinations to cover four adjacent spectral
beads of 0.1 micrometer each as follows;
Camera
Bandwidth {microme ters 	Film	 Filter	 position
0.5 to 0 . 6	 Panatamic-X aerial 	 AA	 6
B&W, type SO-022
0.6 to D.7	 Same as above	 BB	 5
0.7 to 0.8	 IR aerographic BSW,	 CC	 1
type EK 2424
0.8 to 0 . 9	 Same as above	 DD	 2
!	 #
^^ .'
Camera position. ( station} 3 carried aerochrome IR color
film ( type SD-127} with EE filter to give a. CIR image in the
spectral range 0 . 5 to 0.,88 micrometers. Camera position 4
carded high-resolution aerial color film (type 50-356) with
Ff' filter to give a convEntio^ ►al color image in the spectral
range 0.4 to 0.7 micrometers. Other filter combinations were
Therefore, different species of row crops are not detectable at
this date.
f
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-	 available for testing, but were not used for the present study.
^ ^
The first S-140A imagery over the Ingham County test area
was acquired on June 1Z, 1973 during the SL - 2 mission. Although
f°
	
	 much of the region was clouded on that date, the teat area hap-
pened to be free of clouds. Phenological conditions in southern
Michigan on June 12, 1973 were as follows:
Forests:	 Most species in full leaf;
Grasses: Green and from several inches to over a foot
in height, although some areas still showed
dead material from the previous season over
the current year's green growth;
Small grains:	 Heading, mostly green;
Row crops: Many fields tilled, some of which were planted,
^	 but few of which had any emergent green growth
;_..
above 3 inches in height. Soma fields not yet
tilled..
This set of phenological conditions is relatively favorable
for interpretation of forests and related natural vegetation.
Conditiana also favor interpretation of grasses as a group, but
separation of species is difficult because many appear aimilax
in early and middle stages of development. Likewise, separation
of small grains from grasses would be expected to be difficult.
Fields destined for cultivation of raw craps would appear as
bare soil if tilled, or possibly grass or small grain. ti].1ed.
.. i
-.
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As expected, the first-look analysis indicated that the
general detestability of features varied by film type. On the
two panatvmie-% films covering the spectral range 0.5 to 0.7
micrometers, main roads showed well and. boundaries between
contrasting types were relatively distinct. Water bodies, how-
ever, were difficult to see. The B&W IR bands covering the
spectral range of 0.7 to 0.9 micrometers were complementary
to the previous bands since water bodies were easily distinguish-
able while roads and type boundaries were indistinct. The char-
acteristics of the conventional color image were similar to the
black and white images covering the same spectral range, except
that the color tones produced more variability in signatures be-
tween cover types.
There was considerable variation in quality, however, be-
tween the duplicate bands of this film. Two of the duplicate
bands were quite dark and difficult to interpret. The lightex
duplicates were much easier to interpret	 The broad band CIR
imagery was best with respect to variety of features registered.
On this latter type of imagery main roads showed fairly well,
water bodies registered clearly, and boundaries between contrast-
ing types were relatively distinct. However, Resolution was
generally poorer on the CIR imagery than for the conventional
color. As with the conventional color, quality of reprodu-coon
was quite variable €or CIR.
In general, this 5-190A imagery was satisfactory far in-
terpreting gross characteristics an a regional scale. However,
'.
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the resolution was not sharp enough to allow canaistant inter-
' pretation or measurement on a field -by-field basis.	 Field
6aundaries could not be delineated unless a field was surrounded
by other fields that would produce a sharp contrast an the film.
Under ideal conditions, such as with bare soil in adjacent fields,
a field as small as one acre. could be delineated; but this was
strictly the exception rather than the rule. 	 A general idea of
location was possible because the major roads and freeways could
be seen.	 However, most section-mile roads could not be seen,
and one Gould not tell where the different seetiox:s began or
ended.	 This Zack of resolution created a prablea ► in locating
specific areas on the imagery for quantitative tests.
Since €first - look interpretive efforts substantiated the
-
general separability to be expected from phenological conditions
on June 12th, only three categories were used:
s: 1)	 bare soil
2)	 forest/brush
^.
3)	 Grass, forage crops, small grains, etc.
i
Signatures on the conventional coiar film were brown for soil,
i
green for crops/grasses, and a darker green for forests. 	 Color
categories on the CIR film were white for soil, red for vegeta-
k
' Lion, and black for wet areas. 	 Different shades of red were not
detectable far the different crops.	 Futhermnre, crops and forests
r
looked essentially the same shade of red on the CIR except that
lowland hardwoods had a tinge of black. 	 There was some confusion
between forests and wetianda on the CIR se will be explained .later,
t	 j,
_.
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¢, ^	 The difficulty in locating specific areas on the June
r
^...` l2th 5-190A imagery has already been mentioned.
	 Such location
^-
was essential, however, in order to conduct quantitatirre tests
F
of interpretive accuracy.
	 The difficulty wan resolved by using
u
distinctively shaped woodlots situated at the corners of an
8-section rectangle in ^.eroy Township to establish a b-lock of
axes which could be compared with ground truth.
	 Cover type
were _
 identified in the three categories- and acreages measured
from bath the color and CIR 5-19^A imagery.
	 The results of
i
these tests are summarized in Table 9.
In all cases except the forest category as interpreted
from CTR, there was a consistent underestimatioxt of approxi-
mately 25 percent.
	 Upon further investigation of the anomaly
_
i
involving €orests on CZR, it was discovered that the techni-
r
ciao was actually using a signature produced by seasonally
^:
wet areas instead of forests,
	 The confusion arose because
many of the forests in the area are lowland hardwoods.
	 Onfi.
{
.
the whole, the - color film was judged to be more easily inter-
^'
pretable for most categories than CIR due to somewhat better
^e
resolution in the color film.
	 The reason for the consistent
^^::
bias toward underestimation was not fully determined, but it
is suspected to have arisen from the difficulty in delineating
^- .
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these tests of three categories a• iaterpreted from the snae
12, 1973 s-i9oe valor iiim iadicate agprozinate accurciee o!
75 percent before ratio correction and o*er 94 gercen after
rat^.o correction. In practice, the dareiopsent and nse of
a ratio estiestar of this type rauld mplg some sort of double
raipling s^sten for developing the cn^rection factor, ^h^t
sacaad phase ofthe saaplag eonld be Based on .aircraft-imager,
^rou4d aager^, ar -s:os^e comi^iaatan of the tra. Due to the
nabtiy' to distinguish individual fields or even sections
consistently, standard errors are ant available to rapport
the results presented in Tablas 9 and ID.
A sacoad sat of S-19oA imagery avar the Iagha^n Gauuty
test area resnited from a Skylab pass ou August 3, 3.473,_
t '^	 Weather caaid3tons over mast of soathern"Kichigsa on thin
date Nere goad, and general phenologicai conditions Mere as
^:x
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^ --.	 processing for the 5-190A istagery was agaia e^ ►3dent+	 In:
^
.
^^^ this case, the coaventioe►a1 color file :ryas very. dark. Bare
_.
sail. could be-diataguishcd fairly readily . evem an the dark
w coed i :aa^ery, but tie ability to make othe r distinationa : au-ck
ae between forested areas and crops wras seriously imps red.,_
t
Larger roads ^ere ' reccgnizable: but with d # ffieu^.ty.	 BECau^s
.
fir."'
of th s pour quality,- - he , color- image	 fram the . August nth	 - ^
pas	 mere sat e^aed. in. gnant.ita tixe tests.	 The :CIR fila ,for:
't-he Augo t 5^b pas-s was of better goal#ty than thsit far June
12^h.	 However, these was' again a rapid decay its clarity wt'I^
^k
^agnficerion and lacetiaa was difficult because af' i^ablity f
'ta dstix^guelk section -vile roads.:'' As witfi the June I2 h
^
imagery, individual fields eou^d sot be distinguished cansis-
1^
^
^.
^	 gently which meant that comparisons Whit 'ground; tru th data ^
i,	 t h	 were , lim3ted to a large-area basis:	 _ ^
f
_There ^rere three distinct shades 	 gu ^ ^
r
5th CIx imagery: dark real _,- a dull xed, aad a bright red.	 The ^	 s
r	
t
^	 ^ dark. red was a hardwood forest signatuxe. 	 It was ^.nittallq`
^
9
^	 ^
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tha^ght that the fright red would come pond with a specific
crap...	 However, this did not prove to be ^.h^ cause. 	 Par ^xampl.e,
;...,
this shade of red: represented suah di^^etse cover types as a3.--
^ ,:
^	 ;^falfs field, grassy area ,^and wreed- filled sayUean field.	 The
^ =
^	 {
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dull shade. of red also, included a variety of crop types. 	 There
-`'
E tars., the fright and dull shades of red were pooled i^nta a
,, _	 _	 _
^
`re^ego `^y. .that iacl.uded crags,, grasses^^and m^.$cei^ . aneous :types. ^^
`
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eight section.a in Leroy Township used for the tests with June
12th imagery. In this case, it was felt that the shifts in
phenological candition.s and enlor signatures between June 1.2th
and A^^gust Sth were sufficiently large that the tests would
be essentially independent despite use of the same area. The
same three categories were used as for the June 12th imagery.
The results of this test are presented in Table 11. It should
be noted that the total acreages from ground truth. are slightly
different in Table 9 and Table ll, even though the same area
is used for both tests. In the case of the tests on June 12th
imagery presented in Table 9, the early phenological condi-
bons and lack of an underflight early in the growing season
made it necessary Co rely on the ASCS certification records
^^^	 in con3unction with a Sane field visit for ground truth. For
the August data presented in Table 7, however, the U-2 under-
Table 11.	 Results of photointerpreting S-190A imagery taken
on August 5, 1973 for eight seetions in Leroy Town-
ship ., Ingham County, Michigai ► .
^., .^
a
^.:
Category Acres frflm S-19aA Acres from percent
CIR imagery_ . _ . __ ground truth
--
ace:uracy	 _	 ^^
Bare soil G32 557.5 77^
Fore.s.t '955 889.7 93%	 <.
Grass,	 £arage, ^
crops,	 etc. 3Q28 3219.2 94X^
^	
?^
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flight from August 11, 3973 was used for scaling acreages and
was supplemented as needed by the August field visit. The dif^--
erences in source of "ground truth" account for the diserepa^.-
cies in total acreage. Since the chances for uncontrolled re-
cording errors end variation in scale of enlarged photocopies
are greater, the ASCS certification records are less reliable
than the U-2 underflight,
Overall accuracies for the forest and generalized crop
categories in the August 5th test are 93 percent and 94 per-
cent, respeetivel.y. Ratio correction was not necessary in this
case. A probable explanation fox the lack of negative bias
in these categories for the August 5th test comes from the
interpreter's prior experience with 5-190B imagery. Tt is
suspected that the knowledge of negative bias in the first
effort made him more conscious of the need for interpolation
in drawing boundaries between adjacent types in the second
test. This variability of the interpreter's performance with
experience again underscores the need for a double-sampling
approach if low resolution imagery - such as that from the
5-390A is to be used in practical crop surveys. The final
paint relates to the c^nderestimation of the bare soil cate-
gory in the August 5th test giving an accuracy of only 77
percent. Interpreter bias is net a likely explanation in
this case since the bare soil signature was quite distinctive.
The amount of bare soil. present on August 5th was relatively
;;mall and plowing of two or three large fields (in preparation
i
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for planting of wheat) during the week between the August
5th Skylab pass and the August 12th ^-Z flight could account
for the discrepancy.
Skylab 3 again passed over Michigan on September 18, 1973.
Clouds obscured the Tngham County test area on that date, how-
ever, preventing further analysis of 5-190A imagery. Examin-	 .r„
ation of the imagery over cloud-free areas, however, revealed
that the quality of the September imagery was considerably
better than that of either the dune or August sets. Section-
mile roads were generally evident on bath the conventional
color and GTR filmstrips. This would simplify location of
fields and probably would allow calculation of standard er-
rots based on the section as a unit of observation.
Tn summary, the quality of 5-190A imagery was highly
variable between passes, between film/filter combinations in
the same pass, and between duplicates of the same filmstrip.
Since resolution was margin.zl for purposes of crop acreage es-
timation, utility varied airectly with quality of the imagery.
An assessment based on the average quality of color and GIR
images is that a three-way breakdown of bare soil, forests,
and "other" cover types can be accomplished with about 9U pex-
cent accuracy if double-sampling is used for developing ratio
correction factors. However, the inability to accomplish a
consistent breakdown of estimates by section or smaller units
prevents calculation of standard errors for classifications
slow grocers because of difficulty in locating specific points
in reference to maps or aircraft imagery. Separation of crap
types could not be accomplished using imagery from a single
date. Inability to distinguish individual fields would make
development of temporal overlays of imagery from multiple
dates difficult.
'	 Analy_s_is of 5-1908 Imagery
In add.itian to the 5-190A multiband camera system, the
Skylab EREE package also included the 5-1908 earth terrain
camera. Salient features of the 5-1908 camera are f/4 lens
with focal length of 18 inches, intervalometer settings from
0 to 25 frames per minute, shutter speeds of 5.7 and 10 milli-
seconds, anal compensation for forward motion through program-
med camera rotation from 0 to 25 milliradians/second. Film
format is 5 inches with a 4.5 inch square image. This for-
mat with the 270 statute mile orbital altitude gives ground
coverage of a square approximately 68 statute miles on a
side at a contact s^_^ -^ e of approximately 1:1,000,000. 1'or
purposes of the present project, the 5-19033 ca.mexa was loaded
with SO-242 high-resolution aerial color film sensitive to
wavelengths in the .4 - .7 micrometer region of the spectrum.
The 5-1908 camera system was operated over the Ingham
Coun* ,- test area on August 5, 1973 and September 18, 1973.
Since the test area was covered by clouds on September 18,
analyses could be performed only on the August 5th imagery.
A comparison of the S-I90A and the 5-1,908 imagery clearly
r• g
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shows that substantially better resolution was obtained with
the S-190B system. Sestian-mile roads and most field bound-
aries are readily visible on the S--1905 imagery when viewed
under the magnification afforded by the Sauseh & Lomb Zoom
240 equipment. Thus, measurement and comparison with ground
truth can be performed on a field-by-field basis, including
calculation of standard errors.
Phenological conditions existing an August 5, 1973 for
the southern Michigan area have already been described in
connection with analysis of 5-190A im.a.gery and will not be
repeated here. Sections 2 -- 8 of Locke Townships in the Ing-
ham County test area were used for the quantitative tests of
photointerpretation with the 5 -1905 imagery.
Two aspects of photointerpretive analysis far crop
acreage assessment must be considered. The first is accuracy
of acreage measurement. Area measurements from the 5peylab
imagery were performed under 15X m.agnifieation with an ocular
grid vn which the lines are spaced 0.25 mm apart. Given good
equipment such as this, accuracy of acreage measurement is
primarily a function of resolution and field size. The re-
salts of the quantitative tests on 5-190B imagery with respect
to accuracy of acreage measurement are summarized in Table I2.
The figures contained in the ce,lumns of Table 12 labeled
"no. of fields", "total acreage from ground truth"^ and "total
acreage from S-190B" are self-evident. "Aggregate ^ error"
is calculated as:
,.	 _	
^
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Agg. X error = Total ac_r._ fxom_S19UB - Total_ acr. from^rouTotal acreage from ground truth
"'Average signed error {acres)" is calculated as:
Avr. signed error (A) = E ^.measurecl field si?e - actual field sizel
number of fields
"Average unsigned error (acres)" is calculated as:
Avr. unsigned error (A) _ ^ Imaasuxed field. size - aetua_1 fie_l.d size_
number of fields
"Average % error" is calculated as:
Avr. X error = 100 x ^
	
size
num
For calculation of "Std. Dev. of error (A)", the formula is:
Std. Dev. = ^ X2 - (E X.) 2 /n- - n _ l
where
X = measured field sixe - actual f ^ ^' :^ size
and
n = number of fields
The same formula applies for Std. Uev. of % error except that
X T 100 x (;m.easured field size - actu_al fie 1_d _size)
actual. field size
There is a slight tendency toward underestimation as re-
fleeted in the overall aggregate percentage error of -6X.
Only in the case of fields less than ten acres ryas there a
tendency to Qverest^n^ate acreage from the 5-1908 imagery.
This small tendency toward underestimation can be attributed
^^	 to Limits of resolution along the field boundary, and should	 :^
s	 ;^
not constitute a limitation for use of the imagery in acre-
age assessment since a correction for bias could be obtained
a
^^•
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Table 12. Results of tests on accuracy of acreage seasurer^ent frog 9-190B imagery taken on August 5, 1973
bused on analysis of 7 s•ectiorus fn Lacks Toxnship, Inghaa County, ktehigan^.
Field size No, of Total A. Total A. Agg. ^ Avr signed Avr ensign Avr 9L Std. Div. Std:. Dev.	 ^`^
acres. fields Cbe. Truth 3--1908 error error A error A error error A ^ error
0 - 10 45 295.1 3x0.0 i.b6 .il 1.6 2^.9$ 2.13 26.?3
iat - zo 64 962..0 95x.5 -.99 -.15 2.9 19.50 3.79 15..27
tot - 30 34 721.1 6go.4 -4.z6 -1,.02 2.6 10.74 3:.42 9.44
30t - 40 i6 549.7 X60.0 -16.32 -5.61 5.8 16.74 5..10 13.86
^4t - 50 5 222.4 200.3 -9.77 -4..34 6.0 13.z6 7,77 i3.1i	 `°
so+ - 60 2 i4i.9 69,.6 -31.74 -16.15 i6:.z 31.63 5.02 9.37
Got - 74 1 60..7 64.5 -.33 - . ZO .2 .33 ---- ----
7^ - ^ 5 367.3 331.1 -9.86 -7.Z4 7.2 9.9^+ 4.,62 6.68	
r__----..
Sot- 44 --._ -____ __.^ __.._ __-.. _-- __-- .._-- .,..--
90+ - i(34 i 91.9 75.6 -17.74 -16..34 16.3 17.74 _-;.. -__-
__
10ot 1 209.2 196.6 -6.02 -12.60 12.6 6:.40 ---- ----
overall 474 3 'S^•9 3336.6 -6.. .82 -1 .u4 3,28 19.68 4.7 18..92
^
.._ r ........	 	 . _..	 ..	 _
i
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through a relatively small sample of fields. Although the
	 '
smaller base for the percentage gives an inflated percentage
error for individual fields less than 2U acres, there is no
noticeable decline in ability to measure actual acreage as
fields become smaller within the usual range of field sizes.
Since a rather small percentage of the total crop is produced	 a
.,...
in fields less than 5 acres, the resolution obtained with
S-I90B is 3udged to be adequate far purposes of crap acreage
assessment for major field crops. rurther improvements in
resolution would, however, be useful when working with minor
crops such as vegetables which are often grown on small Blots.
Besides measuring acreage of fields, one must be able
to identify crop type from the imagery in order to do crop
acreage assessment. The S-l^OB imagery has less utility in
this regard than far acreage measurement per se.
The self--training procedure for the interpreter, as
described earlier, involved the following steps: 	 3
	
1)	 Selection of training fields from ground truth;
	
2}	 Location of training fields on the imagery and
description of their color signatures;
	
3)	 Correlation of signature with crop type and
development of tentative categories for interpre-
tation;
4}
	
	
A test from imagery to ground truth to verify
the suitability of categories.
Tate results of this training procedure as applied to the
I
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August 5th 5-190h imagery showed that bare soil had a distinc-
five signature that was whitish is toae. Forested areas were
easily recognized by virtue of a very dark green color and
rough texture. Senescent vegetation such as uncut oats aad
wheat had a light brown color which could be quite readily
detected. The stubble of cut hay and small grains had a
large contribution of soil to its signature along with a
sparse cover of Vegetation which combined to give a very
light green tone. Mature corn which was well-tasselled gave
a brownish -green signature. However, no other categories
were consistently separable since all other crops along with
Born which had not yet tasselled had a medium green tare.
Class ifieation results for the operational test over 7
sections is Locke Township are presented in Table 13. In
this table, fields are grouped into five categories according
to ground truth information. The combined "stubble aad senes-
eent vegetation" category includes all small grains along with
some recently cut fields of hay, All crops with the exception
of small grains, stubble fields, and core are incladed in the
"other" category along with such miscellaneous types as non-
forested wexlands and farmsteads.
Sixteen of the 18 bare soil fields were correctly clas-
sified for a.n accuracy of 89 percent. The other two bare soil
fields were misclassified se stubble, probably due to the ia-
vasi.on of sparse weeds which darkened the signature.
The fact that 15 of the 45 corn fields were not reeog-
....
J
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Table 13 .C1assifcation resu]ts for August 5, 1973 S-190B imagery based qn interpretation of 7 sectforus
in Locke Township, Ingham County, Michigan.
Category from No. of Total Correetl^r elas$ed No, of fields_xro^ classified as -- _
ground trut3^ fields aeres #fields	 ^ fields
_ _
Soil Corn Br woods Stub senese	 Other
Bare soil 18 252 . 3 16	 89^ 4 0 0 2 0
Corn 45 110¢. 1 25	 5^ 0 D Q 0 20
Brush/woods 1? 399.4 17	 lOC9C 0 4 a 0 0	 N
Stubble/senescent 20 315.1 12	 64yi 0 3 0 0 §
-Other 70 i j14.0 b3	 90y! }. 2 0 4 0
O^era.11 170 35^ ^ 9 i 33	 7^ 1 5 ^ 6 25
^,^
_—^
F
^.	 ^	 ...	 .,., ..	 :....	 ..	
...
	 ...	 ....	 n	 .,. ,^„ .^	
.,, r,..	 .K —5..	 ^ .	 . , ..^,
s	 I	 7
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nized as corn is due to the presence of dual signatures for
this crop as mentioned earlier. The tasselled corn was clas-
sified correctly due to the dista_nctive brownish - green signa-
ture, while the fields of corn which had not yet tasselled
were classified in the " other" category.
Twelve of the twenty " stubble and senescent vegetation"
(uncut sma11 grain being the main type of senescent vegeta-
tion at that date) fields were classified correctly far an
accuracy of only bQ percent. Lack of accuracy in this cate-
gory is not too surprising dine to the variable nature of the
targets. Grass and low weeds below the level of the cutter
bar may contribute a green cast to the signature, which ac-
counts for the five fields misclassified as belonging to the
"other" category. Also, the presence of wheat or oat straw
on such low weeds can give a cast similar to that of tassel-
led corn, which accounts for the three fields classified as
belonging to the "corn" categor y.
There are a variety of possible reasons for errors of
elassifieation in the "other" category which wi11 not be
di.se,ussed here.
Difficulty in discriminating crop types on the basis
of color signature alone from conventional color imagery is
not surprising. Several support missions were flown for
ERTS investigations at MSU with the RB-57' high-altitude air-
craft. These missions included simultaneous coverage with
both conventional color and CIR imagery at a scale of ap-
1
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proximately 1:120,000. The signatures of cover types on the
conventional color imagery were quite washed--out and exhibit
little contrast between cover types in comparison to the CIR
imagery. With the RB-57 imagery, however, texture provides
more supplemental clues to identification than is the case
with S-190B imagery from Skylab.
.^.•
An overall assessment of the 5-190B imagery for purposes
of crap acreage assessment is that resolution is adequate for
acreage measurement, but the natural color film does not pro-
vide enough contrast in signatures between cover types to aI-
low detailed classification from imagery obtained on a single
date. Since the tests did show quite distinctive signatures
for bare soil and senescent vegetation, temporal overlays are
a good possibility for obtaining mare detailed classifications.
Winter wheat, for example, is green in late fa11, green in spring,
and becomes senescent i.n mid-summer. Fields devoted to other
small grains would be bare soil during the planting season,
green during the early growing season, and senescent in mid-
summer. Corn and beans would both show a pattern of transi-
tion from bare soil to green from spring to summer, but corn
could be distinguished at the tassel stage. Since cloud-free
S-I90B imagery over the Ingham Cau.nty test area wP9 only ob-
tained far one date, there was no oppartu.nity t
	 arsue the
question of temporal overlays in this project.
Another means to obtain better detail of elassificatian
is through development of CIR film with a resolution equiva-
1
._^.
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lent to that of the 50--242 high-resolution aerial color film.
CIR film gives more variation is signatures between crop types
and is less affected by atmospheric haze than conventional
color film.
Since time required to interpret the S-190B imagery in-
fluences both cost of surveys and speed with which the results
^,.
become available, this aspect must also be constdered. After
the interpretations discussed previously had been completed,
the interpreter performed a time study for which the results
are sumaarized in Table 14.
Table 14. Results of time study far interpretation (including
acreage measurement) of 5-1908 imagery.
Z'ield size Na. of Avr. interpretation Std. Dev.
acres. fields. time per	 field..(see_.)_ sec.
0 - 20 72 58.4 33.4
0+ - 40 21 fi7.4 29.2
40+ - 60 5 80.8 51.1
60+ 5 87.2 97.0
overall 103 62.7 34.1
Time required for interpretation of a field increases
somewhat with its sixe as expected, but this increase is not
linear. In fact, other variables such as shape of field and
contrast along the borders are as important as field size in
determinin g time required for interpretation. Therefore, the
i
r
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overall time of 63 seconds / field with standard deviation of
34 seconds provides a reasonable figure for cost calculations.
[Tsing the average field size in the test area of abort 20 acres
(Table 1}, th .ere are approximately 32 fields per standard se^-
tion (540 acres). Thus, the expected time required to inter-
pret a section is approximately 34 minutes; and. about 20 hours
would be required per township. It should be noted that these
figures apply only to thoroughly trained and experienr_ed in-
terpreters. The actual time required in an operational seC-
Ling would probably be somewhat longer because the interpre-
ter would became progressively more tired if he/she interpre-
ted far a full eight hour day instead of for the partial day
spent on photo-interpretation in this study.
Develo.ment of Si natures _Multis_e_etr.al
$c.an:ner Aata
Signature extraction was performed on field. center pixels
to obtain pure signals. Field center pixels contained no
boundaxy areas and exclude mixtures except far those classes,
i.e. urban areas, that contain a moxe uniform, defined. mix-
ture. Each. spectral signature consists of a mean vector and
a eovarianee matrix calculated from selected SD09. Th.e pro--
cedure employed to extra ct the recognition signature is des-
.	 cribed in this appendix.
The teat area included 90 sections which was divided into
two portions, the northern portion containing 40 seatians a.nd
the southern 50. The northern 40 sections were used as the
1
l
^^
`{
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training site. One ob^^: . ctive was *o study the relationship
between recognition ac;:^^racy and the amount of information
creed for training. Therefore, three sets of recognition sig-
natures we=e formed using 10, 2O, and all 40 sections far
training. To select the lU and 20 section auhsets used, ail
40 sections were numbered and ranked according to ^ random
number table. Table 15 gives the resulting rankings. The
first 10 anal 20 sections were used to form the IO and 20
section signature sets.
Table 15,
	
	 Rankin$ of 40 northern sections used to
select 10 and 20 section subsets.
R^iNK SECTION SECTIE?N RANK. SECTION RANK SECTION
1 Locke 11 11 Locke 7 21 Leroy ZO 3l Macke l8
2 Leroy 5 12 Locke 22 22 Locke 16 32 iACke 2
3 Lneke 20 ^3 Lneke 15 23 Locke 3C1 33 Lvrke 23
4 Leroy 6 I,4 Lercay 3 24 beroy 2 34 Locke 1;
5 Locke 29 15 Locke 6 25 Locke 21 35 Locke 3
6 Leroy 4 6 Locke 32 26 Locke 4 3b Lucke 10
7 Leroy 11 17 Locke 34 .27 Lneke 9 37 Locke 5
8 Locke. 35 1.8 Locke 31 28 Loeka 14 38 Locke 26
9 Leroy 9 19 Locke 8 29 Locke 27 39 Locke 28
10 Locke I9 20 Locke 33 30 Leroy 7 4^) Leroy 8
Signature extraction was completed by the use of a
clustering algorithm implemented at ERIM. "^^ F'or the Skylab
l/	 Horowitz, H.M., Lewis, J.T., Pentland, Ei.r. "EstiTaatiing
Proportions of Objects from Multispectral Scanner Data,'' Report
No. 1.09600 - 13 -F, Environmental Research Institute of Mickwigar.,
f
	
May 1975.
.^... ,
-.
^	 ^
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S-I92 data, a supervised form of clustering was used which
clustered field enter pixels of each class nr subclass in,-
dependently. Thus, several distinct signatures were produced
for each class and no signature was contaminated with pixels
from other classes. Trees and brush were differentiated and
clustered as separate subclasses. Also, the various forage	
^••
subclasses were clustered as six different subclasses: grass,
pasture, weeds, clover, stubble, and alfalfa.
Clustering was performed on 12 of the SDOs, selecting
one SDO from each detector. SDO 18 had many large anomalies
which served to confuse the results and was omitted. The SDOs
used for clustering were: 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, s4, 17, 14, 2U,
2l, 22, The clustering procedure created 24 signatures for
th.e 40 section set, 19 for the 2U section set and 13 far the
1Q section set. The distribution of the signatures is given
in Table Zb.
Since the cost of classifying is highly dependent upon
the number of signatures and the number of bands of SDQs, the
next step wa.s to reduce the number of signatures. The three
urban signatures were discarded because the urban area repre-
sented only a small portion of the scene, was located in part
of one section and because the main interest was in discrimi-
nating among the agricultural ground covers.
A.n expected performance matrix was generated for the
linear rule classifier for the remaining signatures, and
signatures were combined when they appeared redundant. Much
.i	
_	
_...	 _	
- . ---- --	
-^._:..
^	
.^	
,.
^,.	 ^	 ^	 '^
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Table 16.
	
	 Nu .mSer of cluster signatures created for
each ground cover class of designatioa
for the 40, 2U, and 10 section training
SIGNATURE LABEL
4U
SECTION
20
SECTION
lU
SECTION
CORN 4 4 4
BARE SC1IL 1 2 1
STUBBLE 1 2 l
ALFALFA 1
TREES 2 2
BRUSS Z 2 2
SOYBEAN 1
GRASS 4 2 2
PASTURE 4 3 2
WEED 1 2 1
CLOVER 1
URBAN ^	 3 ^
TOTAL
	 24	 19	 13
of the reduadaney was due to the feet Shat some ground cover
classes were represented by more than one designation or label,
and thus two cluster signatures were formed for what represented
_
	
	
Daly one spectral class. Examination of the signatures in,di-
Gated that the weed signature was highly correlated witH one
of the grass signatures, and a pasture signature was highly
correlated with aaother grass signature. Some signatures were
completely discarded if the expected performance matrix indi-
E
F^
^.
^.
t.
r	
^	 ^
^	 ^	 '<
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Bated that pixels forming that particular cluster signature
would be recognized by other signatures from the same ground
cover class. This was true of the clover signature, a pasture
signature, and the stubble signature given that stubble is
spectrally similar to grass a.nd should be recognized by sig-
natures from that class. The final signature set consisted ^.,
of 15 signatures including 4 corn, 2 tree, Z brash, I alfalfa,
1 soybean, 1 bare sail, and 5 grass.
Although the cost of classifying is dependent upon the
number of signatures, the reduction in cumber accomplished by
the procedure described above could not be accomplished in an
expedient manner when required. Therefore, the original a-lus-
ter signatures were used as the final signatures for the 20
and 10 section training. Thus, though fewer clusters signa-
tares were formed for the 20 and 10 section training set, the
final 20 secti.an signature set had more signatures than the
final 4U section set.
To further reduce the cost of the classifier, the number
of signal bands ware reduced. The tradeoff involved here is
that the fewer number of channels used the lower the cost of
processing, while increased accuracy camel from using a great-
er number of channels. First, the channels were ranked ac^ord-
ing to a criterion based on the a^rerage pairwise probability
of misclassification. The best band was selected, then the
band which with the floe chosen is best, etc. We calculated
the theoretical probability of misclassification (POM} as a
--	
^..^
....	
1	
_	
^
p .	 _	 .#	
-	 ^
	
^	 - ,	 ^	 E
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function of the number of channels in the decision rule and
chose the best n channels wh-ere the decrease in POM between 	 ^
using n and n + 1 channels became less than O.UOS. This
analysis indicated that SDOe 6, 19, and 2U provided little
aid in discriminating between major ground cover types in
this data set so they were excluded from further study. 	 r.,.
The S.DOs used for each training set are given in Table 17.	 ^^
	
Table J.7.
	
SDOs used for the 40, 20. and lQ
section recognition signatures.
Tr.a.i.ain,g, _Set
	
SDOs
	 Total Na.. of SDOs
40 Section	 2, 8, 10, l2, 17, 19, 2U	 7
20 Section	 2, 8, lU, l2, 14, l7, 19, 2Q 	 S
1Q Section	 2, 1(?, 12, 14, 17, l9
	
6
Root mean square (RMS} errors were calculated to evaluate
the performance of proportion estimation in both the northern
and southern portions of the teat site. Since recognition
resu^.ts were calculated section-by-section aa.d then aggregated
by class for the test area under consideration, RMS errors
were calculated in two ways. One way is by recogaition class
aggregated over the test area; this is a measure of overall
performance. The second was section- by-section for an indiv-
idual class.
RMS errors were calculated as follows:
N
ERMS ^ ^	 E (p i - pi)2
i^l
..r,^	 _. ,_ _	 _	 .._	 ...	 ,.	
_	
_	 .... ,	 .
F
a
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where
a
p i +^ ground truth proportion for one recognition class
for the test area ( or for one section)
p i ^ estimated proportion for the same recognition
class for the test area ( or the same section)
N - number of recognition classes (or number of sections)
^,. 9
considered.
When N represents recognition classes, th-ere usually is
no qualifying deeription added to "RMS error" in the main body
of test. When N represents sections, the RMS error is identi-
fied as "section-by-section RMS error."
Reco_g:nition Results of. Ap_pl.^rin,g 51 natures t.o 5-192 Data
The results are developed as two subsets. One is for the
northern area where the data was used to obtain the signatures.
The other is for the remaining or southern area which is contig-
uous with the northern area. Recn ^-tition results for the north-
ern 40 sections will be referred to as local recognition, re-
gardless of the number c ► f sections used for training, since
the signatures are based on information from the area even if
not from every section. In alI cases, the ERIM linear de-
eisivn rule^'^ was used with a threshold corresponding to an
infinitesimal probability of false rejection of signals from
I/	 Crane, R., W. Richardson, R. Sieber, and W.A. Malila,
—	 rrA Study of Techniques for Processing Multispeetral
Scanner Data," Report No. 31650-155- T, Environmental
Research institute of Michigan, January 1973.
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the assumec^ multivariate aormal distributions. As discussed
in the preceding section, a number of recognition signatures
were obtained for each recognition class through the use of
a supervised clustering procedure.
xo obtain pure signals far various ground cover classes,
field center pixels were defined so as to contain no boundary 	 '^
^^. Ga
elements and in general exclude mixtures except for certain
classes which contain more uniform, defi.ne.d mixtures, i.e.
urban areas. Results are first reported for recc^gnitioa of 	 a
J
7
only field center pixels since discrimination of ground covers
i
i
will be optimum if the signals are from pure ground cover
classes, instead of composites of several ground cover types.
Results for recognition of whole areas, including boundary
pixels, are reported later.
Tables 18 - 20 present performance matrices obtained for
field. c-enter pixels using 40, 20, and 10 sections for traiaing.
Each matrix indicates both the number of pixels in each ground
truth class and how these pixels were apportioned among the
various recognition classes by the decision algorithm. At
the bottom of each table are the percentage of total pixels
reeognixed by each recognition signature and the percentage
of field center pixels belonging to each signature class ac-
cording to the ground truth. The mayor ground truth classes
are corn and g»ass, each with a third or more of the field
center pixels. The recognition class "forage" included grass,
alfalfa_, andfcr stubble signatures.
_..__
Table 18. Performance matrix for classification of field center pixels
from north 4D e^ectio^ns using 40 s^eetio^ns for training.
Percent of field center pixels assigned to recognition Class:
Ground truth ^Io,
class Pixel Corn Forme Tree /Brush Bare soil Sogbea^n Unclassified
Corn 344 73.0 5.4 18.1 0.3 1.7 0.6
Forage 474 8.9 $1.4 3.8 3.b 1.7 0.6
(Grass 398) (7.3) (83.7} (4.b) (2,5) (1.3) (0.8)
(Alfalfa 23} (21.7) (69.5} (U.0) {O,0} (8.7} (O.U}
{Stubble 53) (15.1) {b9.8} {U.0) (13.2) (l,9) {0.0)
Tree /Brush 92 26 .1 17,4 51.1 0.0 Q.0
i
5.4	 ^
{Trees 24) (4.2) (20.8) (75.0) (0.0) (0.0} (0.0)	 t
{Brush 68) (33.8) (16.2} (42.6) (0.0) (O.D) (7.4)
Bare soil 38 13.2 7.9 4.0 7'9.0 4.0 Q.O
.----,-
Soyb^ean I9 3I.b 1D .6 0.0 0 .0 57.9 0.0
Urban 69 58.0 30.4 0.0 11.6 O.0 U.0
Total 103b 35.5 43.x. 12.3 5.4 2.4 l.a
Bccludin^„ urban - 9^b 7 33.9 44.4 1:3 . I 5.0 2.6 I.0	 `
Ground truth ( X ) 3 3.2 4 5.8 8.9 3. 7 1. $ 6.7
Excluding urban 35.6 49.0 9.5 3.9 2.0 0.0
RMS error in proportion estimation (X)	 =	 3.12 ____,.,
2.5 7 (Excluding urban)
Overall percent correct classifieatio^n of pixels 70.Ox
75.OX {Exelud^ing urbaa}
^.:. .
J
...	
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Table l9.
	
	
Ferforma^nce matrix for classificati.o^u of field center pixels
from north 40 seetion,s usia$ ZO sections for training.
Percent of field ce^ater pixels assigned to recognition class:
Ground truth No.
class 3p, xels Cora Fora a Tree/Brush 8a^re soil Unclassified
Com 344 83 , 7 10.8 3..4 0.9 ]:. 2
Forage 474 8.G 8b.3 l.7 1.5 1.9
{Grass 398) (7.5) (88.5} (2.0) (0..5) (1.5}
{Alfalfa 23} (34. 8) (60.9} (O.U) (0.0) (4.4)
(Stubble 53) (5.7) {81.2) (0.0) (9.4) (3.8)
Tree/'Brush 92 35 .9 14.1 45.7 0.0 4,3
(Trees 2'4) (25.0) {12.5} (62.5} (0.0) (0.0)
(Brush 68) (39.7) {14.7) (39.7} {0.0) (5.9}
Bare soil 38 0.0 5.3 0.0 $6.8 7.9
Soybean 19 84.2 5.3 10.5 0.0 0.0
Urban 69 44.9 31.9 0.0 14.5 8.7
Total 1036 39.5 k6.7 6.2 5,1 2.5
Excluding urban 967 39.1 47. 8 6.6 4.4. 2.l
Ground truth (^)	 33.2	 45.8	 8.9	 3.7	 8.5
'	 excluding urban 	 35.6	 49 .0	 9.5	 3.9	 2.0
^'	 ---
r.-
RMS error !:n proportion es^tmatioa (z) ^ 4.14
.	 2.11 (Rxcluding urban}
_	 Or►era^.l pe^rceat correct classification o^f pixels ^ 75.iX
79.$Z (Excluding urban)
^;
R
s
----.^
a
t
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Table 20. Performance matrix for elassificatio^n of field center pixels
from - north 40 sections using 10 sections for training.
Percent of field center pixels assigned to recognition cias:s:
Ground truth	 No. ^---
cl.ass	 pixels Corn Forage TreefBrush Bare soil U^nelassified
Corn	 3.44 82.9 10.8 2.9 1.2 2.3
Forage	 474 16.0 78,3 2.3 1.5 1.9
{Crass 398) (15.3) (8U.7) (1.8) (0.5) (1.81
(Alfalfs 23) (43.5) (47.8} (4.4) (0.0) (4.4)
{Stubble 53) (9.4} (73.6} (5.7} (9.4} (1.9)
Tree /Brush	 92 64.1 10.9 16.3 O . E# 8.7	 n+
(Trees 24) (83.3} {12.5} (0.0) (O.p} {4.2)	 °^
{Brush 68) (57.4} {10.3) (22.x.) (U,0) {14.3)
Bare soil	 38 0.0 52.6 0.0 47.4 0.0
Soyb^e:aa	 19 7'9.0 21.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
Urban	 F" 15.9 62.3 0.0 14.5 7.3
Total	 1^''r^ 43.1 46.8 3.S 3.8 2.9
Ezcluding urban ^.; 45.0 45.7 3. 7 3.0 2.6
Crouad truth (X) 33.2 45 .8 8.9 3.7 8.5
Excluding urban 35.6 49.0 9.5 3.9 2.0
RMS error in pro^portig n estimation {X}	 ^	 5.65	 ^ r--.._^•^-.
5.18	 (Excluding urban} -^
Overall percent correct classification of pixels	 67.Ox
71.3' (Excluding urban)	 `;
^ -y
_^ _,..
i	 I	 I	 i	 ^,
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Examination of Table 18 reveals that correct recognition
with 40 training sections ranges from 83,7 pereent for grass
to 42.6 pereent for brush, with 73.0 percent for corn anal an
overall average of 70.0 percent. The urban class dad not
have a specific recognition signature sad was recognized by
forage, bare soil and Cora signatures. Bare soil and grass
would be expected in an urban scene, but the tiara detections
must represent mi^eture pixels, such as mixtures of trees or
shrubs and grass. Many of tine pixels recognized as bare soil
probably represent eoacrete and buildings. Since exelusioa
of urban areas is a e,ommon procedure in agricultural applica-
lions, the totals in Table l8 exclude the urban pixels. The
performance matrix imdicar.es that 69.8 percent of the stubble
pistils were recognized as forage, with most of the remainder
split between bare soil and corn. That some stubble would
ba recognized as bale soil is not surprising since newly mowed
stubble would contain much exposed soil. Many missed detee-
Lions of brush were due to the corn signature, with as many
brush pixels being incorrectly assigned to corn as were cor^
reedy recognized. as tree/brush. Corn missed detectian.s
tended to be assigned to tree/brush signatures with some pixels
misclassified as grass. Missed detections far the remaining
ground cover classes were largely due to the corn and forage
signatures.
Ground truth and recognition pereeatages have been calve
eulated for two eases. First, urban areas were included and
1
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considered to belong to the unclassified category and then
the percentages were. recalculated excluding the urban areas
and urban pixels. A comparison of the recognition and ground
truth percentages for the different ground truth classes shows
close agreement for all but urban (unclassified), even for
tree/brush which had only 42.6 percent correct recognition of
brush field center pixels, The root mean square (RMS) error
is overall. proportion estimates in only 2.6 percent, excluding
urban areas. Thus, campensati.ng errors produced accurate es-
timates of the signature-class proportions of field center
pixels. Proportion estimates for whole areas, including
boundary as well as field center pixels, are discussed below.
When 20 secti gn8 were used for training, the signatures
were not formed in the same mannex as for the 4U section train-
ing. This was explained in the preceding section as was the
fact that a different numbex of 5-192 channels was used for
recognition. Although different numbers and types of signa-
tares were obtained, a constant set o£ recognition classes
was maintained except for soybeans which dial not have enough
field center pixels in either the 2Q or 10 sections to form
a signature. Also, there were not enough pixels for a sped--
fic alfalfa signature for the "forage" recognition Blass in
any but 'the 40 section ease.
Table 19 is the perfurma.nce matrix for recognition over
the northern 4C sections using the 2U section signatures.
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39.7 percent for brush, with 83.7 percent for corn, 86.8 per-
cent for bare soil, and an overall average of 75,7. percent.
Bare soil recognition accuracy improved substantially, with
none of the bare soil being misclassified as corn as com-
pared to 13.2 percent with the 4U section training. Hnwevex,
tree recognition accuracy reduced by I3 percentage points.
For the 4U section training, forage signatures were respon-
sible for many of the missed tree detections (20.8 percent},
but with the 20 section training, corn was responsible for
twice as many missed detections as forage, 25 percent versus
12.5 percent. Although the percent of brash correctly recog-
nized is the same as for the 4Q section training, the number
of pixels miselassified as corn increased. On the other hand,
corn recognition accuracy improved by IU percent. As a result,
the percentage of fiel^3 center Cora pixels was overestimated
by 4 to 6 percent.
Since there were no signatures fax soybeans or urban,
these two ground covers could not be correctly recognized.
[lrban g^.xels were classified much like they were with the 40
section signature, while 84.2 percent of the soybeans were
recognized as the corn signatures.
As with the 40 section training signature set, there is
a fairly close agreement between total recognition and ground
truth percentages for the various recognition classes, The
estimation is especially close when the urban pixels are
^..
^	 1	 I	 ^
..7^^
When l0 sections were used for training, there also were
insufficient field center pixels for a specific signature for
dense tree stands. Table 20 gives the performance matrix for
the classification of the northern 40 sections with the ZU
section signature set. Correct zecognition ranges from 82.9
percent for coin to 22.1 percent for brush and 4.0 percent	
^..
for trees, with an average of 65.3 percent. Brush recogni-
tion accuracy is greatly reduced compared to either the 40
or 20 section results. Two and a half times as many brush
pixels were miselassified as corn as were correctly recog--
nixed as brush. Bare sail recognition accuracy decreased
greatly, to 47.4 present, with. more pixels being recognized
a.s a:orage than as bare soil. Grass was 8U.' percent reeog-
nixed with lS percent being misclassified as eoz^n. Cora
recognition aiso wa y-'s high. Stubble was not a^+ well recognized
(73.b percent) as it was with the 20 sec^ion training set;
most missed detections were dt^e to the bare soil (9.4 percent)
and corn (9.4 percent) signatures. A majority of urban pia^els
were recognized by forage signatures.
An e^saminatioa wf the recognition and ground truth per-
centages for the ground truth classes shows that the cores
estimates is high by appxox3mately Z4 pereen +=age points for
these 10 section signatures. The txee/brush estimate is less
than half the amount of trees and brush present aeeordi
the ground truth, and the RMS error of the estimates is
than for the other signature sets.
r
^,	 f
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Figure 10 gives the percentage of correct recognition
for the four ground truth classes which had specific subclass
signatures is all three signature sets. The 20 section results
are slightly Metter than the 40 section results for alI cl^s-
ses. It would be expected that the 20 section training set
should give reduced reeogaitien results since th-ere Baas less
information available for ^rainiag. However, difzerent train-
ing pracedceres were used and some of the original 4^ secti.on
signatures extracted by clustering were omitted and others
were combined for the final signature set, All of the origi-
nal 2^ section cluster signatures were used for c^ . assification,
so in this respect the 20 section , set cantainei3 more informa-
tion than the 40 section signature set. Also, one additional
channel was used £or recognition with the 20 r^ection signa-
tures. The 10 section training procedure was the same as for
20 sections, and the 1^ section results are always poorer whet
compared to the 20 section results. Ia the ¢saes of bare soil
anal brush., the decrease is large.
Table 2I gives the root mean square (AMS) error for the
percentage estima . tiaa of fie3.d center. pixels over all sections
using signatures bases on 40, 20, and.:'L^ sections. Errors were
calculated both with and without the urban pi^sels. The RMS
errors show that when all. signature elasse^s are. considered
the RMS error in field. centier proportion estimates increases
with a decrease in the number ^ f sections used for training.
Although field center pixel xetognitioa results indicate
^. ,
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Com^parisan of correct recognition over field Centex pixels for
four ground cover classes using 40, 20 and l0 sections fox
kxaining.
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Table 21.	 RMS errors in proportion estimation of
field-center pixels over the northern
40 sections.
^ TRAINING
SECTIONS 40 20 10
RMSE	 (x)
Werth 3.11 4.35 5.65
[Trban
RMS	 (x)
Without 2.57 7.i1 5.18
TTrbar.
i
^..
^:ha upper Iimit of recognition performance, the accuracy of
acreage estimates provides a better measuxe of the usefu^.ness
for the propose of crap acreage estimation. Acreage estima-
tes can be ealcul^.ted by tallying the recognition results
far all pixels, section-by-ser*.ion, aver a1^. 40 sections.
When a3.1 pixels are tallied, boundary pixels and other p^.xels
wnicr are mixtures are included in the tab •,zlations. The re-
su^.ts are evaluated here by calcuJ.atin p the root mean square
{R^iS) error fQr each section and for each signature class.
Ar_ ovexaI RMS error by cuss also was ca3.culated.
Table ^2 displays the aggregated recognit3.an rabc^?ts over
all pixels in the 4C section test sire. The proportion esti-
mates (expressed as percentages) of the six ground cover c7.as-
sec are compared to the ground truth proportions, and overall
RMS errors are presented. The RMS error is seen to be iaverse-
S.
",
^,:.^ .	 _
-- ----^-^-	 .....,, a_. ,...^	 , .
r•^
^	 ,	 .	 ..	 i.,........ ,	 ..... ^ ^.	 , .... ...
r
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ly proportional to *he number of sections used for training
I
comparing Table 22 to Tables 18, 19, and 24 tna+.k es it clear
that the errox in estimating the proportioxzs of ali pixels
in the test site is considerably higher than the error in
estimating the proportions of the field center pixels.
Table 22. Percentages of 6 ground cover classes
and recognition percentages over 40
northern sections u.s±ng signatures
£rom 40, 20, and 10 sections.
Training DatF
40 2a 10
Ground Cover Ground. Truth SeeCioa Section Section
Corsi 26.5 36.8 41.2 46.4
Tree / Brush 17.2 14.3 7.4 2,7
Forage 42.4 40.5 43.7 42.5
Bare Soil 7 S.4 4.0 4.8
soybean 3.7 z.4 0.0 t1.0
Other 3.l 0.4 3.7 3.7
RMS Error 4.661 6.352 I4.IQ3
Another vbserva*_ion that pan be made about the data of
Table 22 is that the proportion of corn was everest^.mated ir_
etch ix^ stance at^d got ^,rogressively worse as Tess _raining
was used. On the other head, the proportion of forage (the
other mayor ground cover class) was accurately estimated and
was not dependent oa the training set used. Trees and brush
^:	 '.
` r
	
^
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were always underestimated and became more so as less data
were used for traini^.g.
Table 23 Ives ^._ie RMS errors calculated over se tg	 c ions
for eftch of five ground cover classes. Here as in Table 22,
the RMS error increases as the number of sections used for
training decreases. This trend is also found within each
^,. ^
ground cover claw , with two exceptions. First, the RMS
error far the bare soil class is slightly larger for the 20
section training set than for 10 sections. Second, the RMS
error far " other" decreases slightly as the number of train-
^.ng sections decreases.
Table 23. Section -by-section RMS error ealeulated
per ground cover class for 4Q, 20, and
10 section training sets.
Train3:ng '
Set Corn Tree / Brush Bare Soil Forage Other
40	 Sec. ; 3.3.776 ^	 7.418 4.363 ;	 9.579 8.492
^20
	 Sec. 17.198 ^	 11.918 5.252 14.542 7.942
10	 Sec. j 23.148 16.927
r
I	 4.927
	 i 11.976 7.604
^
Since it is very costly is time and resources to collect
ground truth and accurately identify fields for training, it
is desirable that training signatures from one area be appli-
cable to adjacent areas. Such use of signatures for reeogni-
tion i.n areas other than where they are formed is termed nan-
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local recognition. k'orty-eight ^'/ sections from the southern
portion of the test area were used to test the accuracy of
nonlocal recognition using unadjusted signatures from the
nothern portion. A tenfold increase in the number of tree
pixels is the mayor compositional difference between the south
and the north portions. Zn additf.on, field beans are present 	
^^• ^
^n the south but z^at in the north, while urban areas are mis-
sing from the south.
Table 24 gives the performance matrix obtained for field
center pixels from the southern portion o £ the test area using
the 40 section signatures from the northern portion. Recogni--
tion accuracy ranges from 7b.1 percent for corn to 0.0 percent
for field bc.a.ns (a crop not present in the training area), with
an overall 63 percent correcr_ classification of the field cen-
ter pixels. A total of 23.9 percent of the forage, 67.9 ger-
cent of field beans, and 31.5 percent of trees and brush were
misclassifiee as ecru. Trees were 55.8 percent correctly re-
cognized, while soybeans tended to be recognized as forage.
Most missed detee_i^^s of here so^.l were misclaseified as
forage (30.Z percent).
The root mean square ;RMS) error £or nonlacal proportion
estimation of field Centex pixels from the southern portion
l/
	
	
Two other- sections in the southern portion are n.ot u.se-
stale because they are completely cloud-covered on the
iJ-2 acquired imagery which were used to geaerate the
field identificat^.ans in this area.
.	 ,.
^,..	 .,	 _.	 . ,^.
Table 24. Performance matrl.x for elasei£ication o£ field center pixels
from south 48 sections using signatures fxom north 40 sections.
Percent of field center pixels assigned to recognition class:
Ground truth No.
r_lass ixele Corn Form a TreefBrush Bare soil So bearo^ Unclassified_
Cozn 549 76,1 8.0 14.0 0.0 1.8 0.0
Forage 3'S5 23.9 68.7 2.0 3,9 29.0 0.0
(Grass 264} (21,6) (74.3) (2.7} (0.0) (1.5} (0.0}
(Alfalfa 20) (80.0} (20.0) (0.0} (0.0) {0.0) {0.0)
(Stubble 71) (16.9) (62.0) (0.0} (19.7) {1.4) (0.0}
Tree/Brush 308 31.5 12.3 51..9 0.0 2.6 1.6
(Tree 269) {32.7} ($.6) (55.$) (0.0') (1.1} (1.9)
(Brush 39) (23.1) (38.5} (25.6) (0.0} (12.8} (0.0)
Bare sail 43 4,7 30.2 2,3 62.$ 0.0 0.0
Soybean 52 15.4 65.4 0.0 0.0 19.2 0.0
Field bean 56 67.9 28.6 3.6 0.0 0.0 D.0
To Gal 1363 47.5 2$.6 18.1 3,0 2.4 0,4
i
Groexnd truth (^) 	 4.0.3	 26.0	 2.2.6
	
3.2	 3.8	 4.1
ItMS exior in gropartion estimatiux^ (X) R 3.97
Gverall percent correct classification of pixels 63.Ox
1
_7g.»
of the test site is 3.97 percent, 1 . 3 times larger than the
error for heal. recognition in the earth. Comparison of the
ground truth percentages to the total field center recognition
percentages (Table 24) shows the largest error was an over-
estimation of corn pixels, with underestimates of trees/brush	 '^'
and field beans (unclassified).
.^•. .
The signature set formed using all 40 sections in the
northern portion of the test site also was used to estimate
proportions of the ground cover classes over the entire south-
ern portion of the test site, including nonf^,eld-cancer pix-
els. In Table 25, the proportion estimates are compared to
the ground Cruth proportions, and with results obtained local-
ly in the north. The RMS error is considerably higher for
the non3 . ocal_ recognition. Examination of the estimates far
each ground cover class show that the major discrepancy in
the south 48 sections is an even larger overestimate for corn
that was obtained for the north 40 sections. Proportions for
most other ground covers were underestimated.
Table 26 displays the section-by-section RM5 error f.nr
each ground cover class for the recognition over both the
northern and southern portions of the data. As is expected,
the errors are higher in the southern portion of most ground
cover classes; Lhe only exception is tree/brush. The larg-
est differences in errors for the two areas axe for corn and
bare soil.
Results for proportional area estitt:ation over the entire
^^
IJ	 ip	 ^	
t
I	 `	 '
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Table 25. Grouad truth proportions and recognition
estimates for local (north 40) and non-
1oca1 {south 48) recognition over large
areas.
North 40 sections South 48 .sections
Recognition Recognition
Crottt^d coa!er r-.ass Ground truth results Grot^d treith	 results
Corn 26.5 36.8 33.3 48.0
Trees/Brush 17.2 14.3 16.5 13.3
Forage 47.4 40.5 35.5 30.9
Bare soil 7.2 5.4 7.2 3.3
Soybeans 3.7 2.4 4.0 4.4
Otht>x 3.1 D .4 4.7 0.0
RMS error 4.663. 6.892
^.
^'.
R
^:
^^,
^,, r. ,,. ,.	 ..	 ^..	 ......	 n^.-.._	 ^.^ .	 _ _	 _	 ^	 -^	 ^,	 .^.,^
t
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northern portion of the test site showed that the E:MS error
of proportion estimates did increase substantially as lesser
amounts of data were used for training. This was true both
for errors in the estimated overall proportions in the test
site and on a section- -by-section basis within each crop type.
The major overall. error was an overestimate of the proportion
of corn in the test site. The overestimate became larger as
Tess training data was used, with the proportion of trees
and bxush being underestimated correspondingly. The section-
by-section RM.S errors for these two classes follow the same
pattern.
Table 26. Section-by , section RMS error (in percent)
for proportion estimation of north and
south portions of test site {40 section
signatures}.
Site	 Corn	 Tree./$rush	 Soybeans	 Bare soil	 ^'o_ rags	 Other
N	 13.776	 7.288	 4.9$3	 4.363	 9,579	 5.901.
S	 17.000	 7.225	 5.549	 7.374	 10.953	 7.798
lntezpretatan of results fox the classification of field-
center pixels with the same test axea is confounded by the fa^t
that slightly different training procedures were with 40 sec-
tions than with 20 and 10 and that different n,^mho.^ ^ f G-19^
spectral channels were used in the three cases
correct percentage for 40 training sections is
I
^:
	
n
r	 }	 ^	 i
?	
i
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that for IQ sections, bu*_ less than that for 20 sections.
However, the relative rankin g of percentages is directly re-
lated to both the number of channels used and the number of
recognition signatures used. Thus, the results obtained do
not by themselves lead to a clea.rcut conclusion about the
effects that the amount of data used for training might have 	
.^.•.
on field -center classification performance, although one
would expect, in general, that results would improve as the
amount of training data was increased.
Some discussion of the obsexved recognition results and
possible reasons for them is in order. Corn was represented
by two major and two minor clusters in each training set.
There were enough corn pixels available so that the major
clusters, at least, remained relatively constant from set to
sat. The observed differences in corn recognition Chen are
moxe directly related to the other signatures that were de-
velaped. Trees and brush were the major competing signatures
and captured 18 percent of field-center corn pixels in the
4C section ease. This reduced to 3.4 percent in the 20 sec-
tion case. The major difference in. brush signatures was that
a sing! e ? arge cluster oti^erlappir_g the twa maj or corn c? usters
was found in the 4Q section case and two smaller clusters
foun^' for. ZQ sections.
An examirFation of signa^,tre plots showed that the 4Q sec-
tiara brush cluster substantial^y overlapped the major corn
clusters. Evi.^ently, the corn/brush decisioa boundaries were
^:
s
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shifted sufficiently, when the brush was represented by two
I
clusters (2U section training}, to cause a substantial in-
crease in corn classification and decrease in brush elassi-
fication.
Anothex result ^^f the smaller number of pixels ava^l-
able for training was	 that clusters enntained fewex pi^:els
^. ,:
and consequently were not as representative of ground cover
classes in the test. site, 	 The extreme case was trees for
which there were insufficient training pixels to form a re- 3
a
cognition signature in the 10 section case.
In conclusion,	 the crop recognition accuracy which was
achieved fluxing this investigation was shown to be related
to the amount of data available for training the computer.
Accuracy increased as l0, 20, and the 40 sections were made
available for extracting training statistics via a supervised
clustering approach. 	 Even with 40 sections available for
gaining, however,	 the average absolute accuracy of roughly
70 percent for 5 classes was somewhat disappojntimg. 	 These
relatively low values were attributed to the facts that:
?)	 the data were gathered at a non-optimum time in
early August when corn,	 and other crops were quite
variable in their state of matuxity,
2}	 the atmospheric conditions over the test site were
were fairly hazy thereby reducing availab^e con- .
t
i^" i3
_.^	 ^
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cant dificiencies with re;;ard to signal-to-noise
ratio in some band, the dynamic range covered by
•	 the signal;^^ and channel-to-channel spatial regis-
tration.
In order to more fully address the question of crop sur-
vey accuracy attainable with multiepecttal scanners and auto-
matic processing systems, additional studies should be under-
taken using data gathered with othez sensate at other times
and at othex locations.
Mi.xturss Proc_essin ,g^„ t.o I.mnrove estimates from 5-192. Data
When a spatial resolution element overlaps the boundary
between two or more ground classes, the radiation detected
is a mixture from the classes involved. The spatial resolu-
tion of the Skylab 5-192 scanner ie such, compared to the
size of the fields or areas of the gro^a^ad cover classes. thai
the frequency of mixture g#.xels is expected to be fairly large<.
The use o.f conventional multispeetral processing techniques oa
mixture pixels will likely result in an increased probability
of improper classification.
Conventional processing techniques rely en compensating
errors to cancel tia.e effects of misclassifications or on some
.fixed bias ixt the estimate which is measurable to prodaee ac-
curate proportion estimates. The results reported above in-•
dicate that the errors dA not always compensate.
..	 . _ ^.
,._:.,.	 ^
z	 ^	 ^
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ERIM has developed special processing techniques 1/ to
handle such situations, These techniques recognize z3^at pixels
may contain mixtures of different ground covers cad estimate
the proportions of each class prese.mt in a pixel.
The mixture algorithm £first determines the most p±nbable
single signature for a pixel and the attendant chl-square value ^^
.".
Next, the proportions of the most probable pair of classes and
an associated chi-square value a.re calculated for the pixel.
The pixel map be further analyzed as a mixture of three or
four classes. For reasons of processing time and computer
space requiremeats, coxesideration 'bete was 'limited'. to either
pure Qr two-class mixture pixele. This is not an unrealistic
restrict3.on whea one considers that in sa agricultu=al area.-
Like the current data set, most mi?^ture pixels will Gccut at
^I	 Horw^.tz, S.M., J.T. Lewis, ar •t A.P. Pentlaad, "Estimating
Proportions of objects from Multispectral S panner Data,"
Esport No. 109600-1:1^^', Environmental Research Institute
a{` M^:ehigan, Ann Arbor, Maq 1975.
1'iS lila, W.A. amd R . ^^, Nalepka, „Atmospheric Effects in	 '
ARTS- 1 Data end Advar:.ced Informati,an Extxaation Techa^.-
Sues," Symposium an Significant Results Obtained from
ERT^i, Val. 3, Goddard S p ace Flight Oenter, Greenbelt,
Maryland, 19'13.
go^^^itz} H.M. , L . F. Na^. ep.ka, P.H. Hyde, and 1 . P, Maxgenate.rm,	 "^
' T Eatimating Prdpt^rt^vns of Qbiects Within a Single Reaolu-
tior. E^.em.ant of a ^ultispectral Sc^aner," Seventh Inter-
;	 As¢3onal Syieposiurf on EeaQ . te Sensing of the EnvirQ.nmen.t,	 , ;
May 1 x 71.	 ;^^
^/	 The chi-squarQ value is a mea^eure of the ^,^:kel3.haod that
thenixe.l is a member Gf the signature distxib^tian being
considered.
-
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field boundaries such that the vast majority of mixture pixels
{^ ^^
r
will be mixtures of two gro+^nd	 classes.
9
^
i Next,	 these c?ii-squa =e values are eampared to the values
S
:1
.
,,
set for twn parameters ^f the mixtures algorithm.
J
If the chi-
square	 for	 thr^ w:in^^ing. pure ease is	 ^.ess than X l ^, the pixel
is consd
test, tt^e
less that
d^:eate d.
ere.d ^:o b.e' pjir.e.
	 If it is n:ot pure
chi-square va3.ue far the two-class
X` ` , the pixel 9:s determined to be
(?th^rsrise, the pfx^el is cvndidered
according to - this	 ,^,,,,
mixture case is
the mixture in-
to b.e."alien",
i.e., from a class or classes not
	 .• y uded in the signature
set.	 Cu^:rently X lZ and. X 2^' aie c'^r ^ ^ empirically 'to min^.mixe	
^s
the eracor of the proparti^n estlmais over some training area
a^ known p^ioport'i^n. 	 ;?
	
EE	 Oite factor affecting yre pe}^farmdmce of the mixtures
'	 .. J;
	
^
prr,e:essor is the geotietrieal conf^.guration of the signatures
f
useG to define t?^e groan:,^ cover elass.es . The signatures can	 ''g.,
{re iiefixzed as h erelli s^es ; n .an' n'di^aensioxial orthogon^.. •:Y?	 P	 -
k
space where n is ts^e n^.^mber of data ;bands ar SDOs. A simplex
is	 the hypervclua^e defixied' by ttzk^ m s'i'gnature means.	 Pore
Po.	 ^	 _	 ^	 - a
^^'	 pixe^.s are those located near signature means, while mixture
s ,..
pixels are Yocated bEtweeii signat^i.res.' 	 Further, if for a {
iti	 ^iv^x^ set of signatures,	 ^ simp;^eac they define is not convex, z
}	 }	 ,	 ..
^,	 e.g. ,	 one.. sig.rt^.tux p	b^ina a linei^^ eombinati.on
	 of two	 signs-
,^.
tar`s,	 then tl^e simplex is sa3.d	 to by e degenerate	 For such ?
a simplex a n:onunique answer is^mat^^em.3tically possible an,d
^.
^
suci^	 s,3m:p3^ex^.s ,sho .uld 	not	 be	 used.	 fc+r grae^ssing, ,	 ,. :^
^.
O,F ^	 ^ A	 .	 ^
^R	 AGE 
^3:
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The initial step in implementing the mixtures classifier
is to define a signature set. It is important that the sig-
natures used be sufficiently distant, one from the other, so
that the simplex farmed by the set of signatures will n.ot
be degeneratE^ because. the algorithm breaks down in that cir-
cumstance. To keep the signatures far apart and to conserve
processing time which increases as m(m + l)/2 (far m signa-
tares), the size of the signature set is kept as small as
possible.
The signature set for the forty section training consis-
ted of 15 signatures with the following distribution:
Corn	 4 signatures
Trees	 2 signatures
i	 Brush	 1 signature
Grasses, weeds, ete.5 signatures
Bare soil	 1 signature
5oybe.ans	 1 signature
Alfalfa	 1 signature
5inee soybeans and alfalfa are very minor ground covers
in the test site, they were excluded from this study. An
analysis of the tree. and brush signatures showed the two tree
signatures to be very disparate, but the brush. was similar
spectrally to one of the tree signatures with an overlapping
of some 75 percent. the brush signature, representing pri-
marily areas of scrub forest, was, therefore, combined with
the ^re.e signature. The bare soil signature was ineladed in
,.	
_.
y
[^
	 ^
^.	 ` 1	
1
.t t 1	
Y^
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the mixture set since bare soil is a ground cover of interest	 "'
and its signature is distinct from other ground covers. The
two corn signatures which were based on most of the corn pixels
^.
^
	
	
were found to be very different. Since corn is a major eaves,
both of these signatures were used.
The grasses were represented by 5 diverse signatures.
Since combining several signatures into one resultant sign.a-
tore with a large spread would have decreased the inter-sig-
nature distances in the sim:p'ex, we endeavored to choose just
one signature. An examination of 2-dimensional scatter plots
of all the signatures indicated that one grass signature seemed
to be more toward the exterior of the total signature set than
any of the other grass signatures. That cluster probably re-
F
	
	
presents the grass subclass which had the highest percentage
ground cover and thus the lushest condition of the grass object
class. This grass signature wa.s selected to represent grass
with the hope that pixels from pasture or weed fields would
be called a mixture of grass and bare soil.
The signature set described above was applied to a small
55f7 pixel section, of the data. Subsequent analysis showed.
that very little of the data was being classified as grass
and the error rate was substantial. The initial. choice of
a grass signature was apparently a poor vne. Accordingly,
a different grass signature was selected, this one being from
the grass cluster with the greatest number of grass pixels.
Thee test data were again processed through the mixtures
,^ ^_:	 ^_ _1
	
I	 l
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classifier. The results were somewhat better, but the total
error in the proportion estimation for the test data was still
slightly inferior to the error rate achieved using the con-
ventional linear classifier. It was further noted that the
Chi-square thresholds chosen, which minimized the total error
of the proportion estimate, resulted. in 73 percent of the
pixels being counted as "pure" and only 18 percent of the
pixels being assessed as mixtures. Many more m.ixtu.re  pixels
had been anticipated.
One explanation for these results is that the conventional
classification. had been done using 15 signatures - the mixtures
apps-oath used only six. It seems that it would be necessary
to further pack the signature simplex with other grass sign.a-
tares to increase the grass classification rate. Such a pro=
cedure would increase the grass classification anal the accuracy
of overall, classification but it would further decrease the
number of pixelE ;^^^ocessed as mixtures.
^..
Another reason why few pixels were called mixture pixels
probably is the poor signal range of the data. Not only are
the signature means relatively close together, but also the
individual distributions are very broad. Pixels which are
mixtures of separate classes may be very near the center of
another distribution and may be classified as being from that
distribution. Figure 11 illustrates the point showing 2-d.imen-
si gnal ellipses which represent a boundary for a chi-squ-are
value of one for each of the distributions pictured. The
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pixel illustrated is a mixture of Classes A and C but will
be classified as being a pure pixel of Class B. Because of
these results, no further mixtures pr^eessing was performed
on the agricultural test site data.
5-192 Maps
Figures ^2 and 13 are color maps prepared from the 5-'192
data. These maps are coded as follows,:
Green	 Corn
Red and orange	 Forage
Blue	 Trees and brush
White	 rare soil
Black	 unclassified
Figure 12 represents the ngrthern 40 sections which contained
the training set. Figure 13 is for the southern 4U sections.
The odd, non-rectangular shap es are the result of having
scan-line straightened the results prior to the gene2:;^tion
of maps. The computer program did not allow far the yaw of
Skylab or the. effects of the earth's rotation beneath the
spacecraft.
Vigor and Xie1d Estimation
The statement of work for the contract indicated the
investig^.tors would attempt to estimate crop yield or vigox
from Skylab data. Given that the relevant data for such es-
timates are available for only the August S, 1973 pass, corn
is the a^nly feasible crap for such a study. Wheat had al-
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ready been harvested. The acreage of soybeans was relatively
{	 ^_ ^
small and grasses are in themselves so heterogeneous as to
i
be inappropriate.
However, as pointed out previously corn was in two dis-
tinet states on thin date. Some of it was tasselled and same
was not, These disparate states produced distinct signatures.
Further complicating the situation were those fields that were
partially tasselled.
After carefully considering the poor signal quality of
5-192 data, the resolution of the 5-1908 imagery, and the re-
sults of acreage estimation reported above, it was clear that
further attempts to discriminate for vigor would be fruitless.
Determination of vigor requires good resolution in photographic
^ ....^
i^aagery or a large signal range in 5-192 data and, in addition,
variation in vigor ^:^n ground truth. Such. variations are more
likely to occur over large test sites or among scattered sites.
Technicians co11e-ding ground truth for this study foutnd simi-
larity of vigor to be the rule rather than the exception. There-
fore, future studies investigating vigor might choose test
sites so as to provide good contrast in vigor rather than to
be representative of typical field size a_nd cropping pattexns.
r	 }
s	 ^	 It is also the author's opinion that vigor can not be translated
^.
^; 1
	
	
int^^ yield estimates until better agronomic models are avail-
able to relate the eanapy to yield.
^`	 I Resource Requirements for Mu.ltisp_ectra.l. Automated Crop Survexs
^'	 An important factor to be considered when judging the
`-^ ^'
^.
^:
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i
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utility of macrine processed multispectral scanner data far
^^'	 agricultural applications is the amount of resources required
to e^:traet the necessary information. The resources required,
^	 a
which include computer and. personnel time as well as their 	 ^ .^
'r
a
costs, are discussed in this section. The multispeetral data
set upon which the estimates of necessary resource:., are based
was collected by the 5-192 multispectral scanner aboard the
Skylab space station during an early August overflight Uf
the southeast Michigan test site, The test site. comprised 90
c^nL^.guous sections (each being approximately 640 acres) in
Lngham County, M9.chigan.
The primary question addressed in this section is how
many resources are needed to carry out automated multispeetral
.^.;
crop surveys. The secondary task was to examine costs and
processing results as a function of the amount of training
information used in that survey. To satisfy these needs, the
training of the computer and classification of the data were
carried out over the northern 40 sections of the test site
with data from: {1) 40 sections, {2) 20 sections, and (3}
10 sections being used for training and with the full 40
se.ction.s being used for classification and eva.lu.ation in
i	 each case. Zn addition, the SO sections in the southern
z
^	 part of the test site were classified using the statistics
generated by training on the northern 40 sections. Classi-
fication results were disco-seed previously.
The overall processing flow is explained below. Briefly,
^^
^	 _I	 L_	 I	 ]	 f	 I	 !
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there were five stages for each +test case:
i	 `
l}	 supervised clustering for generating signatures,
2) selection of optimum band subsets,
3) classification,
4) evaluation of results far field center pixels, and
5) evaluation of proportion estimation { from classf.fi-
cation counts.)
Outside of passible needs for data reformatting, data
quality assessment, and location of training fields, the first
step in the machine processing of multispectral scanaer data
is training, i.e., the generation o€ signatures for the com-
pater which define the statistical characteristics of the
ground classes of interest as seen. in the data. There are
^ ;:
	
	
many available means by which the signatures may be determined..
The supervised clustering method used here was 3 udged by tts
to be appropriate for this investigation.
When Large numbers of spectral bands are available, the
next step generally entails th:e selection of subsets of these
bands which, based on tine training data characteristics, will
not result in a serious lass of c3assification accuracp. This
step is employed to reduce the overall resource xequirements
since the use of_ additional spectral bands increases the com-
pater time necessary to classify the data. Clearly, then, a
simple dieerimination problem with optimized high quality
data will require fewex resources than a more difficult prob-
lem with lower quality data.
-97-
Following the selection of optimum spectral band subsets,
the data are classified and the necessary information is ex-
tracted. While it isn't required for an operational survey
system, for this investigation the results ar_hieved during
classification were fully evaluated and compared with ground
observations. The evaluation was accomplished on both the
classification accuracy of field center pixels (i.e.,pixe.ls
clearly inside field boundaries each of which c.:ntains infor-
mation on only one class) and the overall acreage or propor-
tion estimation accuracy.
Computer processing for this investigation was carried
out at ERIM using an IBM 7094 Multisnectral Processing System.
(The processing sys *_em includes both hardware and software).
	4^	
The computer time reported below is given in terms of 7094
^	 1. l
execution time - care has been taken to eliminate the time
spent in spinning the data tapes.i/
Table 27 documents the 7094 CPU time to accomplish each
of the five stages discussed above. Here we see that the CPU
time required to establish training signatures via super-
vised clustering is between 1.5 and 5 minutes, and the time
is clearly and directly related to the amount of data being
1/	 The 7094, being a second generation computer, is tape
oriented.. All third and later generation machines -
IBM 360, IBM 370, AMDAHL, Univac, etc., are disc oriented,
multiprogramming machines which means that input/output
(I/0) time is much faster and the user does not pay for
the central processing unit (CPU) while performing I/0.
Thus, the times reported are comparable to times involved
	
i;
	on other machines.
C
w^•
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Table 2'^.	 bata processing machine times in terEns of
7494 C^'U time with varying amounts of data
'_	 I' used for training.
,E North 44_section processing
No. of sections used for training
44 20 l4 South 50 section
Step processing procedure	 Sections Sections Sections processing
1. Supervised Clustering 	 4'49.7" 2'37.1" I'28.8" ---
2. Selection of Optimal
Signal Bands 5'54.3" 5'39.4" 2'37.3" ----
3. Classification of
Data 6`54.1" l4'6.9" 5'38.7" 8'?.5.0"
4. Evaluation af_
Classification for
Field Center Pixels Sb.2" 54.2" 49.7" 1'I4.0"
5. Evaluation of
Classification of
Full Sections 56.9" 5b.8" 56.9' l'11.2"
clustered. The situation far items 2 and 3 is not so straight-
forward. Far the selection of optimum bands, the necessary
time did not increase uniformly as the number of sections
available for training increased. This was at least partially
becuase the number of signatures whicR^ resulted from the l4,
20, and 40 sections did not increase uniformly with the add-
ition of sections. A slightly different situation applies
for the necessary classification time. Here the same amount
of data was processed, however, as a result of the previous
steps, the number of signatures, and spectral bands used for
classifying the data were fewer when training on 40 sections
than when training on 20 sections. The significant fact here
i
F_.	 _	 - 	 -..	 -._	 _
....,	 ^
r ^ 	 f !	 I	 I	 I	 I	 1
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is that it took between b and 10 minutes CPU time to process
5-192 data covering 40 sections on the ground. The evaluation
steps took roughly a minute each. For larger data sets one
can estimate classification times by using the fact that the
40 section classification zn column one used the same signa-
tures and spectral bands as the 50 section classification in	
..^•.
the last column. In both cases roughly 1.5 to 2 minutes were
required per 10 sections.
As previously stated, all camputex' times provided in
Table 27 were specified as the time required to execute the
jobs on the E12IM 7094 Multispeetral Processing System after
adjustment to substantially exclude I/O time, thus, estimata.ng
CPU time to allow a mare direct camparisa^, between the 7094
and other machines. In the remainder of this subsection we
attempt to provide the information necessary to translate the
execution time for these gobs to an equivalent time on other
common computer systems.
The only way to rigorously compare computation rates for
various computers is oy carefully controlled benchmark testing.
Unfortunately, such controlled tests were not possible. What
was done instead was to gather basic timing information on
other computer systems. The basic information gathered inc?udes:
cycle time, execution for an integer add, and execution time
for an integer multiplication. These quantities give a gen-
eral, impression of relative processing tunes. However, a	
y
very accurate calculation of relative processing times is not
a
a
j
1.	 Y	 T j x ^'^^i,
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passible because of the different hardware peculiarities
introduced on various machines to increase the speed with
which several instructiams may be sequentially executed. Also,
differences in computer ward size and differences in machine
code generated for similar FORTRAN programs will contribute
to differences in processing rates between machines as well.
Table 28 lists the basic timing information far the computer
systems considered. The entries in Table 29 are rough esti-
mates of relative processing times for the same computer sys-
tems.
Table 2$. Computational characteristics for some computers
(all times given in nanoseconds)
Integer add	 Integer Multiply
Computer
	
Cycle time	 instruction	 Instruction
IBM 7094
	 2,zao,	 x,400	 15,400
IBM 360 /67	 750	 1, x.00	 4,800
IBM 370/1.45
	 608	 2 ,100	 20,100
IBM 370/168
	 80	 I60	 400
AMDAHL ^70/V6	 32	 64	 256
CDC 6500	 1, 0 0
	
0	 600	 5, 500
ac All numbers in this table came from IBM, AMDAHL, and CAC publica-
tions describing the CPUs in question.
r	
^
^.	 ^ .
A new special purpose multichannel data processing system
not included in Table 29 is in the final stages of development
and testing at ERIM. This system, the MIDAS (Multivariate
-101-
Table 29. Relative processing times of selected
computer systems.
Operating
Computer	 Installation	 system	 Relative processing time
ISM 7094	 FRIAi	 UMES	 34.0+
IBM 3b0/67	 Univ. oft Mich. 	 UMMPS/MTS	 9.0
(Duplex)
IBM 370/145	 ----	 --- 	 30.0+
ISM 370/165	 Univ. of Mich. UMMPS/MTS
	
1.5
AMDAHL G^74/V6
	
Univ. of Mich. UMMPS /MTS
	
1.0
CDC 650o
	
MSU	 Seo^ ^
	
15.0}
^
	
	
From preliminary benchmark tests performed at the University of
Michigan, An.n Arbor, Michigan.
-f-	 Approximate values.
Interactive Digital Analysis	 stem) Is expected to process
€	 —	 —	 —
I
^. 	 data orders much faster than exist^.ng general purpose computer
^
	
	
systems. For example, if provided in high density form, a
7.2 x 10 6 pixel. data set (a LANDSA'F MSS frame) could be clas-
G:	 sified in about 40 seconds on MIDAS.
Multispectral remote sensing data connot be processed
by the mere existence of a suitable computer processing system.
A human as data analyst or parameter coder is necessary to set
'	 up individual computer jobs and interpret results.
In a routine processing situation, the data flow is well
defined as is the manner in which decisions regarding the pro-
p
^	 cessing of data are made. TherE^fore, the jobs for the personnel
j '.
dFPrF
	 ^
f.,
i`t
{1
tF
F	 ^
`€
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involved in processing the data axe primarily "housekeeping"
chores such as the management of the multispectxal data and
ancillary data, and the coding of parameters for and subse-
quent running of individual computer jobs.
Yn performing this study, we estimated those personnel
resources which would be required once a routine had been
established. Therefore, the data analyst time in Table 30
is thought to be a good estimate of the time requirement for
an operational system similar to the present ERZM processing
system on the TBM 709. Of course. it is entirely possible
to design an operational system to be more fully automated,
combining several steps (e.g signature extraction and optimum
band selection) and automating "housekeeping" chores, etc.,
so that personnel time requirements for seme future system
could be sharply reduced Pram those given in Table 30.
The times in Table 30, within limits, are not a function
of the amount of data in a data set, but are only a function
of parameter selection and job set up. Thus, processing 900
sections as a unit would require essentially the same person-
nel time as processing 90 sections.
Zn summary, the personnel time required for processing
multispectral data is highly variable, depending upon the sys-
tem design and the amount of octave analyst intervention a1--
lowed. Also, the personnel time involved i s not primarily
a function of the size of the data set.
Thus fax we have described the necessary resources to
^• ,
J
-.
^^	 1	 I I
-^.a3-
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Table 30.	 Personnel. time required tv prepare computer
jobs for each step.
No. of sections used fvr training
40^ ^ 20 10 South 50 sec-
Step Processing procedure Sections Sect^.ons Sections tions	 rocessin
1. Supervised clustering 30 min. 23 min. 19 min. ---
2. Selection of optimal
signal bands for
training signatures 10 min. 10 min. 10 min. ---
3. Classification of
data by training
signatures 10 min. 10 min. 10 min. l0 min.
4. Evaluation of
classification for
field center pixels 20 min. 20 min. 20 min. 20 min.
5.	 Evaluation of
classification of
fu11 sections	 20 min.	 20 min.	 20 min.	 20 min.
perform training, classification, and post-classification as-
sessment. There are, however, additional costs involved. The
first is the acquisitiow and assimilation of the ground truth
information. The second is in the area of data preparation.
The ground information used for this study was acquired
by MST personnel. The casts of ground truth acquisition is
about directly proportional to the amount of training data
necessary. That is, it would cast about half as much to ac-
quire ground truth for 20 sections as it would for 40 sections.
Detailed records on ground truth costs were not compiled.
Foz this study, a semiautomated technique was used to
;^	
Locate the scan line and scan point coordinates of the ground
^. ^
^.
.. I ...	 r
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txuthed fields and areas of interest. 	 The stages in this
process and attendant costs are given in Table 31. 	 The entries
- in the table are for the full 90 sections;	 times for prates-
- sing fewer sections are directly proportional,	 except far
basic
	
setup costs.
.....,
Table 31.	 Times associated with assimilation of
ground truth information for 90 sections.
Personnel
Step	 Task	 Machine	 Machine	 time
^..	 Acquisition of large scale 	 Photographic	 ^	 3
photography	 laboratory	 4 hours
i
1.	 Annotation of photography 	 ---	 ---	 48 hours
3.	 Digitization of ca^rdinates	 ^ Y digitizer	 l5 how's	 15 hours
4.	 Regression for transformation	 7094	 0.05 hours.	 3 hours
^,	 ; 5.	 Transform digitized coon--
.,	 ^ dinates to data coox'din--
,.
ates	 7094	 0.3 hours	 1 hour	 ^
Data manipulation occurs between receipt of the data tapes
and the training procedure.	 Included are such operations as
reformatting ar copying a subset of the delivered data tapes,
r
or entering the data into a disc file data base. 	 Also included
is the checking of data quality via graymaps and histograms.
Again it may be that,	 for an operational. system,	 some of these
steps may lie ignored.	 In any event, the costs involved in
any of these steps are related to the total amount of data
-^
processed and to the total amount of data used for training.
s.
i	 ,^-
i	
-
The steps included in this category could take up to a full	 '
^1 ^
,'
^	 ._	
. _-	
1
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f
..
days time.	 j
^^ .
Concession
Us^.n. g the existing; ERIM IBM 7'09 Processing System, which
has n.ot been. optimized far han.d^.ing multispectral scaamer data i
in an operational mode, the end - to-end time, to prepare the
data, tram the computer, and Classify a large data set re- 	 .,^„
quiring the application of no special processing techniques
would be three to five days. By optimizing this system or
utilizing other existing computer systems one might be able
tv reduce the elapsed time. Elapsed time is important because
of the need for timely estimates of crop acreage and/or vigor
	
'	 i
in any operational system.
While other existing systems can compute fasten than the 	 ^
	
--	 I3M 70^^, they may or may not be more economical. per minute
costs to use these systems are not the same. The faster ma-
chines are usually more costly. So while, on the basis of
i
	
F	 speed. alone, one system may be significantly better than another,^^
the processing casts may be similar.
It is oisvivus that people are still a mayor resource re-
	
^	 quirement, even for so -called automated crop surveys. Systems,
	
,^	 such as ERIM T S MIDAS, which are designed to take into account
the special characteristics of multispectral data and the
special needs of people by providing interactive displays and	 ^
,^
data manipulation capabilities will certainly make future	 ^
i
automated multispectra? crop surveys more effective from the
	
-	 standpoint of both cost and time. Special processing techni-
'^
r
r
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ques such as signature extension algorithms^"^ are being
developed which should reduce overall casts even more.
Cast and Accuracy of SRS Procedures_
Current crop acreage estimates for the United States are
produced by the Statistical Reporting Service (SRS) of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture. These procedures are dis-
cussed in the U. S. D. A. Miscellaneous Publication 1308 ^^ and
earlier versions thereof. Basically, acreage estimation 3.s
a result of a probability sampling procedure using an area
frame or a multiple-frame involving bath an area frame and a
list frame. This procedure is an evolution from the non-prob-
abil^.ty procedures previously used.
znfoxmation was compiled on the cost-error relationships
for SR5 methods. Based on 1967 costs these relationships are
depicted in Tables 32. These data were c4lculated based on
SRS and other information.
On the basis of 1973 costs of a national probability sur-
vey, a total probability survey costs $6.80 million while a
survey of crop acreage only using a total probability survey
1/	 Henderson, R. G. , G. S. Thomas, and R. F. Nalepka, ?`Methods
W	 of Extending Signatures and Training Without Ground I.n-
formation," nevort No. 109600--^.b-F, Environmental. Re^-
search Institute of Michigan, Ann Arbor, May 1.975.
2/	 SRS, U.S^,D.A.,"Scope and Methods of the Statistical
Reporting Servi ce, `r U. S. L. A. Miscellaneous Publication
1308,, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975.
i
- .r
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would cost $2.74 million.	 In other words, crap acreage
estimation accounted for 40 percent of the cost. We there-
fore used 40 percent of all item survey costs to calculate
the 1967 data for crop acreage costs shown xn Table 32.
Table 32. Cost - Error, Relationships for SRS Methods.
(data are costs in millions of 1967 dollars). 	 """^
Error levels Total probability
(percent) sample survey Crop acreage survey
Area Multiple Area Multiple
sample frame sample frame
sample sample
a.o 62.oa 44.2 0 24 .so 17.68
0.5 17.10 13.00 b.$4 5.20
1.0 7.90 7.60 3.16 3.04
1.5 5.80 5.60 2.32 2.24
2.0 4.13 4.13 1.65 1.65
2.5 3.76 3.76 1.50 1.50
3.0 3.40 3.40 1.36 1.36
3.5 2.90 2.90 1.16 1.16
4.0 2.40 2.40 0.96 0.96
4.5 2.15 2.15 0.$6 D.86
5.0 2.10 2.10 0.84 0.84
5.5 2.00 2.00 0.80 0.80
6.0 1.90 1.90 0.76 0.76
Inflation and other cost changes raised costs by an
average of 9.3 percent per annum be*weep 1967 and 1973. This
means the cost index with a base of 1967 was 165.1 in 1973.
Extrapolating the 1967 figures accordingly by increases of
65.1 percent yields the data shown in Table 33.
In Table 34 the data have been rearranged to relate
erroz levels to cost levels. These data relate to national
error levels for major crops. Table 35 converts these to
r r^^ ^^y^	 ^..^	
-	
^^` ^t.) m'4.^:^fL
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Table 33. Error-Cost 1eve1 relationships{
'd (Data are costs in m^.11ians of 1973 dollars).
Error levels Tata1 probability
(percent) sample survey Crap acreage survey
Area Multiple Area Multiple
sample frame sample frame
sample sample
o.D zD2.3a 72.93 41.17
a.
29.17
D.5 29.54 22.46 11.35 $.98
1.D 12.54 12.06 5.25 4.82
1.5 9.57 9.24 3.85 3.70
2.0 6.80 6.80 2.74 2.74
2.5 6.2D 6.20 2.48 2.48
3.D 5.61 5.61 2.24 2.24
3.5 4.79 4.79 I.92 1.92
4.D 3.96 3.96 1,58 1.58
4.5 3.55 3.55 1.42 1.42
5.0 3.47 3.47 1.39 1.39
5.5 3.30 3.30 1.32 1.32
6.0 3.14 3.14 1.26 1.26	 ^
i	 ^	 .
Table 34. Crop acreage estimation:	 Cost- Error relationships
Casts SMillions 1973 dollars)	 _ Errors	 (percent)
1.26 6.0
1.32 5.5
1.39 5.0
1.42 4.5
1.58 4.D
1.92 3.S
2.24 3.D
2.48 2.5
2.74 2.D
3.7D l.S
4.82 1.0
8.98 0.5
...
•
29.17 D.0
^	
,^,	 ;^!
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Table 35. Specifa.ed levels of tyg^.cal samplixa .g errors in
major II.S. farm commodities.
Percent
_	 Survey Cost (mi3.lion dollars)
Area sample
	 3.40	 3.76	 4.13 5.80 7.90 x.7.10 62.00
Multiple frame sample	 3.40 3.76	 4.13 5.60 7.60 13.00 44.20
Typical sampling error iri major comm,odities a 3.0	 2.5	 2.0 1.5
	
1.0	 0.5
	
0.0
Individual commodities sampling error.b (percent}
j^Tlieat 3.2 2.6 2.1 1.6 1.1 0.7 0.2
Rye 9.0 7»5 5.9 4.5 3.0 2.0 0.6
Rice 15.8 12.6 9.9 7.8 5.5 3.5 0.8
earn 2.1 1 .s 1.4 1.1 0.8 0.5 0.0
Oats 3 . ^. 2.6 2.1 ^.. 7 l . 2 0.7 0.2
Barley 5.4 4.5 3.5 2.7 1.9 1.3 0.5
Potatoes 18.5 15.5 12.6 9.5 6,6 4.2 1,0
Soybeans 3.4 2.8 2.2 1.7 1.2 0.8 0.3
Peanuts 9.5 8.0 6.3 5.0 3.6 2.2 0.8
Tobacco 5.1 4.3 3.4 2.6 l.8 1.2 0.5
Cotton 4.8 4.0 3.1 2.4 1.7 1.I 0.4
Cattle 2.3 1.9 1.3 1.0 0.7 0.5 0.0
Hogs 4.4 3.8 2.9 2.2 ^.. 6 ^.. 0 0.4
Shaep & iambs 13.1 11.0 8.9 6.8 4.5 3.0 0.7
Poultry 9 .2 7.8 6.2 4.8 3.3 2.0 0.5
Eggs 9.2 7.5 5.8 4.5 3.1 1.9 0.6
Milk 5.4 4.S 3.5 2.7 1,9 1.3 0.4
aMajor commodities refer to items that are produced an most farms in the V^tited States.
bSampling errors in the production characteristics of individual items corresponding to
the specified levels of typical sampling error in major Li. S. farm commodities.
Source:	 Y. Hayami and W. Peterson, "Social Returns to Public Information Service" American
Econcamic Rev^.ew, LXII No. 1, yTarch 1972.
Table 36. Sa^zpling errors far crop acreages by rega.on, 3.973.
Crop N.E. N. Cent. South West U.S.
Percent Sampl^.ng Error
Corzt 4.0 1.6 3.1 7.3 1.3
Soybeans .	 12.7 2.2 4.3 - 2.0
Rice ^- - 12.1 14,7 10.4
Sorghum Grain. 21.6 4.6 5.3 9.2 3.4
W"Yceat , YTint er . 6.2 3.6 4.7 3.4 2.2
Wheat, Spring. .	 - 4.5 - 9.6 4.1
Oats . .	 6.2 2.4 6.1 12.2 2.1
Barley	 .	 . 9.0 5.0 10.4 4.9 3.2
Cotton - 15.0 3.4 7.0 3.0
Potatoes
	 . 11.9 20.2 33.5 12.0 9.1
S^ _ ^r Beets.	 . -- 14.9 - 8.2 7.3
Source: Information prova.ded by S1^S, USDA.
^. ^
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error levels £or specific crops. Clearly the sampling error
increases far crops produced on fewer £arms.
Table 36 relates specified sampling errors at the na-
txonal level the corresponding sampling errors at regional
levels. '£his table shows the actual sampling errors in 7,373
and demonstrates that regional errors are larger than national	 r,,,,
errors anal that regional. errors are increased when the crap
is less important in that region. Tt also illustrates the
differences among crops even at the rational level.
The proportion of total costs attributed to crop surveys
was ^U percent. This figure covers total crop survey costs
i
including yield and acreage estimation. We have not estimated
the marginal cast of crop surveys ^^^^°^.• £or acreage estimation
only. However, it is likely that deleting only the acreage
f
est^,mation from SRS activities would effect only a small savings.
^	 In order to provide information about livestock production,
the enumerative surve s would need to be continued. Onl ay	 y
few questions would be deleted. There would, however, be a
possible savings as a result of redesigning the sample to re--
duce casts while obtaining the same accuracy with respect to
livestock production. No specific dollar amount was estima--
ted but we believe that it wo^.^.ld be relatively small.
Criteria far Crap_Acreage L^stmataon__b^P_emote Sensing
A feasible crap acreage estimation procedure using remote
sensing data of the type produced by Skylab must meet at least
_	 three criteria:
^-111-
1) Timeliness
2) Secxecy until public release
3}	 Cast-error relationship bettex than for 5RS
There could be some trade-off between these since a more timely
survey is of greater value and therefaxa worth additional ex--
pendituxe.
Currently, 5RS produces the acreage estimates fox cornl^
an apprvximatel:y July 10 (exact date depelids on the day of
the week'an which the 10th occurs.) The basis fox that esti-
mate is survey data collected in late June with, essentially,
a July/cut-off far new information. Similarity, Production
i
estimates are released axa. the 10th of succeeding months based 	 ^
on information campited essentially as of the first of the month.
i	 Current SRS procedures involve use of the postal. service to	 '
deliver state information to WasYzingtan D.C. for compilation.
if sufficient value were attached tv speed, the informat^.an
could be transferred by other means (courier, tetegx'aph,-tele-^
phone, etc.). Since this is not done, there is an implicit
judgment r_hat the higher cost of transmitting by other means
(or the increased risk of securz.ty leaks pxaviding inside
`^
trading information) are larger than the value. 	 ^
Thus, a satellite-based system would need to prov^.de
comparable timeliness ar significant cost saving. ^'he first
^s
req, u^.site is returning the data, or imagery, to earth soon 	 ^}
1/	 Corn is used as an example because it was the major crop
r	 in the test area.
f
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after the observations are made. Radio transmission may
provide a quick return to eai^;h. The analysis of 5-192 data
in this study indicates a 3 to 5 day processing cycle after
the data is received. 'Thus, m_uZtispectra7. scanner techni-
ques with computer processing can provide the timeliness
needed. Phatointerpretation time would be a function of the
number of technicians availab^,e to work nn the project when
imagery is received. Generally, timeliness is more Zikely
to be a probelem in a system based. on pha'tographic systems
because the poor quality of telemetric transmission groduccs
requires actual Z^tnding of the film package before processing
begins.
Securit; is a problem in acreage estimation because
"leaks" provide valuable information to persons trading in
the commodity markets, both the current cash and the futures
market./ Becausa of this any satellite based system must
have secur^,ty checks built in to avoid premature le«ks. This
does not appear to be a significant problem with satellite
based systems provided the designers of the analytical system
are aware csf the potential problem and include sa°eguards to
prevent such leaks from occuring.
^./	 Jn the current SRS system the state reports are kept
under guard and unopened until the day the report is re-
Zeased. dnce the state reports are opened all operations
take place in a , guarded roam with locked window shades,
no telephones, closed sewer system, etc. to insure se-
curity.
..^,.	 ^
Cost is the final criterion of importance. It should
be clear to the reader that because the Skylab system does
not provide yield estimates, it is not competitive in cost
with current SRS procedures. Resource requirements for pro-
cessing 3--192 data are specified in a previous section. In
addition one would need to specify:	 _.. ,. ^
l}	 Cast of 5-192 data acquisition
2) Cost of ground truth
3) Sample design
Estimates of the costs of S-192 data acquisition were
not available even though requested from NASA. ilnavaila--
bility of such data is understandable because of the diffi-
culty of allocating joint costs over a large num'oer of pro-
jects.
The cost of ground truth is related to a number of vari-
ables. Zn an operational system one could probably contract
with farmers to pzavide information at law cost. Zn other
words, a set of fields would be identified in a variety of
locations to be used for training sets. For a small fee many
farmers would contract to provide the information if maps of
fields were provided. The total cost would involve some in-
itial overhead in establishing locations for training set
fields, identifying the farmers, creating the maps, and estab--
fishing initial contracts. Qperational casts are likely, how-
even, to be quite small.
Sample design is a major problem. Some comments on this
^^'^
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are offered in a following section, We have not, however,
attempted a definitive sampling design because of the cost
involved.
Thus, total costs of an operat^.onal system have not been
developed to compare with SRS casts. It is clear, however,
that a system for acreage estimation a.n the tl. S. at the pre-
sent time requires refinement beyond that demonstrated in the
Skylab system..
r mparison of Remote Sensing Systems for Crop Survey Pe^r^oses
The several investigators for the px'esent project have
collect^.vely been involved with studies covering most of the
unclassified remote sensing systems (except radar) as they
pertain to crop surveys. It is of interest to draw same com-
parisons between these systems with respect to utility for
crop survey work.
The first major distinction to be made with respect to
sensor systems zs between photographic cameras and multi-
spectral scanners. Photographic camera systems typically
produce high geometric detail. with the primary product (film
or print) being mast readily adaptable to analysis by human
interpreters. Film and print products are not adaptable to
telemetry without secondary scanning which involves major lass
of geometric information. Multispectral scanner systems pro-
duce high spectral detail with the magnetic tapes being readily
adapted to computer processing. Data produced by multispectral
scanners can also be telemetered without appreciable loss of
OF ^ oA *` p^G ^
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information. Spectral detail can be increased with photo^
graphic systems by manipulating film/filter combinations and
using multiple lens systems such as the PREP 5-190A. The only
real avenues to increasing geometric detail with m,uitispectral
scanners are to reduce the pixel. size or to obtain data from
several angles of view.
The second major consideration is the vehicle used to
carry the sensor and the altitude at which it operates. Con-
ventional aircraft and satellites constitute the two major
categories. Within the aircraft category, the higher the
altitude of operation the more loss of geometric detail through
reduced resolution. However, high altitudes do offer cost
savings because fewer frames and flight miles are needed to
cover an area. High flying altitudes also extend the area
which can be covered in a single mission since fuel and other
expendables along with sun angle windows normally limit the
area that can be covered. After each mission the aircraft
returns to its ground base, so there are no problems in trans-
porting data from the vehicle back to the ground. 5ate11ites
operate at such high altitudes that resolution becomes very
critical. The minimum requirement for resolution in crop sur-
vey work is that the observational unit, normally the field,
be distinguishable. Satellite altitudes offer the major ad-
vantage of allowing synoptic coverage of large areas in a
short period of time, and orbits can be adjusted to give re-
geatin,g coverage at regular intervals. The fact that satel-
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liter remain in orbit rather than returning to the ground
introduces the problem of transporting data back to the
ground in timely fashion.
Conventional aircraft carrying either photographic cam-
eras ar scanners have been used for studies of agricultural
crops for some tune. When operated at sufficiently iow al-
titude, either type of sensor is capable of giving both the
geometric and spectral detail needed to classify crops, measure
acreage, and detect major Grog stresses. For example, photo-
interpretation of crop type and acreage measurement from Cl^:
U-2 imagery at a scale of 1:130,000 was used frequently as
pseudo ground truth in the present project. A study of clas-
sification accuracy fer interpretation of this imagery was
conducted, with the results shown in Table 37. Normally in
working with imagery of this type, the interpreter can classify
the typical signatures without difficulty and ground checks
Table	 37. Classification accuracy	 far photointerpretation
of C1R imagery with scale 1:130,000.
Category	 Actual no. of fields	 No. classified correctly	 Percent accuracy
Grass/forage 63 5$ 92
$are soil 16 16 100
Corn 72 64 $9
stubble 11 8 73
Beans 12 12 100
^, ^^.
are necessary only for atypical fields. Imagery from con-
ventional aircraft has not been used extensively for broad-
area crop surveys, however, because of the cost and logisti-
cal difficulties involved in obtaining new imagery for large
areas each year at the neede^^ times.
Since synoptic coverage in short periods of time is one
of the mayor advantages of remote sensing from satellites,
potential for use in crop surveys was extensively studied
under the Earth Resources Technology Satellite program (now
LANDSAT). The ERTS-1 satellite carried a 4 -channel multi--
spectral scanner for which the ground resolution element,
pixel, was approximately one acre in size. The utility of
ERTS-Z data for agricultural and forestry purposes was studied
under a NASA sponsored cooperative research program between
M5L3 and ERIM1/ . The one-acre resolution was found to be tag
coarse for many applications in agriculture and forestry, par-
ticularly so when interpretatio*a was done manually. Within
fields and forest stands the geometric clues of size, shape,
shadow pattern, texture, and association of features normally
used by the human. interpreter are Lost, 'leaving spectral sig-
nature as the primary clue for identification. Most human
interpreters are not particularly adept at detecting *_onal
differences corresponding to 2 or 3 counts of the sensor, and
comparison of bands is largely limited to the process of color
l/	 Wayne Myers, et. al.	 "C'se of ERTS Data for a Multidiscip-
-linary Analysis of Michigan Resources," MSE,T , Report pre-
pared for Goddard Space F^.^.ght Cen}er, November 197^i.
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comr••4:^.ti.^.•^G or color--additive viewing.
t s. ^^^^ ^•.: und that forest stands of about 80 acres ar
..^•°,r,:'?^ r r^. ^ be identified a^ad mapped consistently. Detection
f,:^ ^ «w^:C ":' stands ;aas inconsistent and depex^.ded mainly upon
t^:? ^.^egree of target to background contrast provided by border-
ing Hypes. Since forests were the most readily interpretable
of the vegetation types occurring in Michigan, even more strin-
gent 3.imitations applied to manual interpretation of agricul-
tural crops. The ability to interpret at this level provides
useful information only where field sizes are large, as for
exampi.e, in the Imperial Valley of California and portions of
the midwest grain belt. Even with such large tracts, however,
the existence of a crell--deve^.oped crop calendar and repeated
coverage within the growing season is needed for interpretive
purposes. Ia areas characterized by sivaller fields, the utility
of manually interpreted ERTS - type imagery is limited to design-
ing the ground phases of surveys and in detecting shifts of
land away from agriculture. The telemetered nature of ERTS
data makes it much more adaptable far computer analysis than
for manual interpretation. Using multivariate techniques of
pattern recognition, the full complement of spectral informa-
Lion can be extracted from the MSS data and utilized in clas--
sificat^.on. Using these techniques, a classification accuracy
on the order of $5 percent eras achieved far pixels that wexe
entirely within a cover type {Table 3$) using ERTS-1 data. For
large fields where most of the pixels axe pure, an 85 percent
accuracy level agproach was needed for making automated
1
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Table 38.	 Summary of ERTS-7. classification results*.
``'	 Percent classified as:
Actual	 Number	 Number	 Bar
	
Sene c ut
condition of plots of points Corn	 Soybeans Trees soa.^ vege^a^ian
Corn	 32	 444	 75.5	 0.3	 7.1	 ---	 16.8
Soybeans
	
7	 51	 --^-	 84.9	 -----	 -_--	 6.7
Trees	 5	 75	 11.8	 -__	 88.2	 _--	 ---
Bare soil	 5	 36	 ----	 -----	 ---	 95.0	 5.0
Senescent
.	 vegetation	 47	 258	 9.3.	 4.5	 0.7	 7.8	 76.8
Total	 96	 864	 96.4	 89.7	 96.0 102.8	 105.3
.	 *	 Data from Eaton County, Michigan, August 25, 1972. Analysis performed
at ERIM.
surveys of crop acreage, provided the errors are random. The
^ ^	 problems arise for areas where the tract szze is sma11 ( 5 to
G
20 acres) as it is in many pants of Michigan. From earlier
€,	 .
tables, for instance, it can be seen that 67 percent of the
V
^^
	
	
fields and 33 percent of the acreage in the Ingham County test
strip were included in fields of 20 acres or less. Table 39
^	 shows the results of an analysis performed at ERIM laboratories
^`
	
	
on average numbers and ranges of resolution elements, pixels,
that fell within fields of various sizes in a sample of ERTS
imagery. As is evident from Table 39, field sizes must ap--
proach 20 acres before there is a high probability that even
a few resolution elements will be entirely within the field
so that they are not affected by mixed signatures with neigh-
boring fields. Tn the present study a surprisingly large
^.•• ,
r ^ ^	 I I	 1
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Table 39.	 Average numbers anc? ranges of resolution 	 ^
.	 elements falling within various field sizes.
Field size	 No. fields	 Avr. Dints	 Ran a of Dints
0 - 4.9 A.	 7	 0.43	 0 -- 1
5 - 9.9 A.	 19	 2.11	 0 -- 9
10-3.4.9 A.	 14	 2.50	 0 -- 6
15-19.9 A.	 12	 3.42	 l - 6
20-29.9 A.	 13	 7.54	 3 - 13
30-49.9 A.	 5	 10.20	 8 - l3
50 and above	 11	 74.91	 l7 - 485
Data from Eaton County, Michigan, August 25, 1972. Analysis
performed at ERI:''I.
number of pixels were "pure" and the attempt to improve ac-
i
curacy through a mixtures processor was fruitless. This un-
expected result may have occurred because of the poor 5-I92
data quality rather than because of an error in estimating
the expected number of mixed pixels for the field sizes in
the test area.
With comp3_etely pre-programmed computer analysis there
is also difficulty in segregating estimates by small. sampling
units such as fields or sections in order to use them for
calculating contributions to sampling error in random sampling
designs. This difficulty can be circumvented by interactive
computing in which an operator uses a cursor on a cathode
ray display to select subsets of the data, but this requires
sophisticated computational. equi.pmPnt. Another approach is
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to determine the corner coordinates for the sampl^ .ng units
and input these to preprogrammed search routines, but this
also adds significantly to the cast of the analysis.
Skylab S-].90A photography interpreted manually has an
effective resolution similar to or slightly better than cam-
pater pracessed ERTS data. The ability to discriminate crop
types is much better with computer pracessed BRTS data than
w'th manually interpreted 5-190A data. Since the 5-190A
imagery was quite variable in c{uality and cannot be teleme-
tared as can 1+?55 data, 5-190A appears to offer little in the
way of increased utility far crap acreage estimation. The
excellent resolution of the 5-190B camera system constitutes
a major advance over other sensor systems previously° avail-
able to the public for analysis of earth resources. The re-
solution of S-19DB is sufficient for rapidly locating indi-
vidual fields or larger sampling units, delineating the bound-
r
arias, and measuring the acreage. These operations are either
difficu^,t or not pcssible at all with the other sensors dis-
cussed. Although thE^ SQ--242 natural color film did not prc-
vide enough contrast in spectral signatures for accurate recog-
nitian of individual czops, such as soybeans, on a single
occasion, separation would be passible through temporal over-
i
	
.	 lays of coverage obtained on se^^eral dates. Furthermore,
the 5-1908 imagery can be enlaz'ged photographically ^•^ithout
excessive lass of detail to produce a mapping base for sub-
Sequent interpretations. There is a prob?em in manning a
^^^_
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space station such as Skylab over the length of time neces-
sary to obtain imagery at several. dates in different parts
of the country as well as in transporting the exposed film
to the ground at frequent intervals so that it will not be
out-of -date before it reaches the survey analysts. 'Fhe only
apparent solution to these problems is through development
and routine use of a space shuttle. Development of high-
resolution color-infrared film would reduce the need for
multiple coverage since there is a high probability that
most crops could be distinguished on a single date With such
falm.
Perhaps the most desirable approach of all., if techni-
cally feaszble, would be development of a multi-spectral scan-
.	 ner capable of resolution equivalent to that of the S-19dB
camera system. With a scanner such as this, spectral detail
could be fully utilized xn automated computer processing and
the data could be telemetered immediately to ground stations
upon collection providing t'mely survey results.
There seems to be little hope of assessing crop condi-
tion as opposed to identification and acreage measurement with
any satellite sensor likely to be available in the near future,
since zt would be necessary to deter= sma?I groups of plants
in order to accor:plish this to any extent. Assessment of
condition, for examale, is on the margin of capabilities for
high-altitude CTR iu^.agexy and aircraft MSS data. Very large
scale imagery in combinata.on caith ground visitation is re--
^
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quired for the more detailed aspects of assessing crap con-
dition. This is not to imply that laxge-scale stress con-
ditions cax^.not be detected, but such conditions are already
evident without the use of satellite sensors.
Performance of the 5-192 has been discussed earlier.
In general, the accuracy of classification was not high aad	
..,.,. ,
there were significant wader and overestimation of acreages far
some crops. Better resolution aad. a greater signal range in
the data are needed if a feasible system is to be developed.
Passible Confi gurations for Cron Surve ys Iacorvoratin
the B'se of Satellite Bata
Qne possible approach is to base crop acreage surveys
primarily on satellite data from a further development of
the 5-192 type scanner supplemer^:ed by a network of ground
surveyed plots that would serve for developing training sets
and checking the accuracy of classification. This would re-
quire substantially complete covexage of the sample areas
on either 3 or 4 occasions during the year. A late fall pass
would serve fox assessing harvest a.nd identifying winter wheat.
A pass immediately following the planting season would serve
to separate perennial forage crops from fields under current
cu?tivation far ro^^ crops. A .ate summer pass after sene-
scence of beans but prior to senescence of corn would serve
to separate these two mayor row crops. There would be same
indeterminism in such a 3-pass system between spring grains
such as oats, rye, and barley and fallow fie^.ds. A Fourth
"! f I I I I t	 I
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pass might be added in the middle of the growing season to
remove this indeterminism. Given differences in crop phen-
ology across the country, this sort of system would require
a satellite station to bE operated essentially year-round,
with telemetric return of data in order to provide timely
results. It must also be recognized that portions of a re-
gion may be cloud covered at any given satellite pass, thus
necessitating supplemental passes to fill the gaps. The
existence of such complete coverage for a region would also
serve as a goad basis for defining sampling frames and set-
ting up efficient probability sampling designs.
Such complete reliance on satellite imagery, however,
makes the survey subject to severe disruption from malfunc-
tion in .satellite systems or related logistical problems.
Reasonably clear weather conditions on a regional scale
are also assumed to occur at critical points in the growing
season. Furthexmore, the lag rime to be expected between
acquisition of data in the spacecraft and delivery to rE-
gional laboratories for an:,;ysis will create a continual
time pressure on the role - 	 ..=. urvey results. Yet another
problem will be lack of pro •^^ ` - _.i for information an crop
condition, which is a key co^rp:,^ent of the ability to pre-
diet yields. Tn vi.ew of these potential. difFicultzes, some
diversification of data sources would be desirable. Existing
information on major cx' op types, soils, and meteorology would
provide the data needed to break each region into sampling
1
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strata on the basis of agricultural characteristics such as
percent of area available for cultivation, distribution of
field sizes, generalized crop mix, and productive potential.
A multi-stage sampling system nested within these strata
could be drawn up. A set of satellite imagery would be
collected in eaxly summer at the close of the planting sea-
...,.
son. From this imagery, percentages of tillable acreage
under cultivation, fox' row crops and small grains could be
determined an a sample of primary units in each strata. Each
primary unit in this sample would be further subdivided into
secondary sampling units, a sample of which would be flown
periodically during the growing season with an inexpensive
and readily available cvmbinatiorc of small camera {35mm or
70mm) and light aircraft (for example, Cessna 172), Inter-
pretation of the small camera imagery coupled with acreage
me^.surement from the satellite imagery would give percent
of acreage under cultivation devoted to each mayor crap type
and stage of maturity. fihe secondary units sampled would be
further divided into tertiary units, a sample of which would
be visited on the ground for assessment of crog condition
and vera,fication of interp retations from the small camera
imagery. Estimates obtained from this t,pa of integrated
survey would allow yield prediction., gzve increased accuracy,
and be more timely than surveys based primarily on mare fre-
quent satellite coverage. Furthermore, the total cost of
the integrated survey would probably be less if rea? costs
^ ^Cx^+' ^
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of obtaining the more frequent satellite coverage are con-
sidered. Speculation on survey designs incorpozat^ .n$ multi-
spectral Scanner data obta^ .ne^.-from sate^.lites assumes that
the resolution of these sensors is ixapzoved by about a factor
of two over that obtained with the LANDSA^ systems.
`^"' ^
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